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One of the passions of British science in the nineteenth century was geomagnetism. Magnetic observatories were established all over the world, to record the variation, declination, and intensity of the earth’s magnetic field. When Francis McClintock went searching for the lost Franklin expedition in the Canadian arctic in 1857, he took the time to set up his own observatory on Somerset Island. So that the readings would not be affected by any nearby metal, the entire structure was built of blocks of ice, including the pedestal on which the instruments stood.

From Francis McClintock, The Voyage of the Fox in the Arctic Seas (London, 1859). (Photo and caption courtesy of the Linda Hall Library of Science, Engineering & Technology).
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You are a SME.

Here at The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Lab we have many SMEs. These are Subject Matter Experts, scientists and engineers who have expertise in a specific area of knowledge. The term of course is not unique to APL. The Wikipedia “stub” entry says that a SME has “expertise in the field of application but without technical project knowledge.” There are some more exacting definitions in certain fields, such as computer technology, but there is also the more general definition of “any individual with expertise in the subject matter to be documented.”

Librarians often describe ourselves as generalists. We are often asked for, and can provide information on a wide range of topics. We can come up to speed fairly quickly in the literature of almost any topic, and often can grasp concepts to a level sufficient to allow us to discover and filter meaningful information for our customers. Many librarians, of course, also have secondary subject degrees, even up to the PhD. Many also have an undergraduate degree that in no way relates to the subject matter they research.

I suggest that a trained (MLS) librarian is an SME in information – specifically “capable of analyzing information, information needs and of providing information services and materials” in the words of the Wikipedia entry on Librarian. The U.S. Occupational Outlook Quarterly, way back in Winter 2000-2001, described us as “information experts in the Information Age.” ([http://stats.bls.gov/opub/oog/2000/winter/art01.htm](http://stats.bls.gov/opub/oog/2000/winter/art01.htm)) Let’s translate that “expert” into SME. It will help us define ourselves in a way that is more aligned with the specialists we work with, and I believe enhance credibility both in our own minds and in theirs. Of course, we will need to back it up with deeds, but I believe that will not be a problem. I welcome your comments.

On to the SLA 2008 Conference coming up in June in Seattle. This issue details the planning, the sessions, and the expectations for that conference by our Divisions and Sections. The 2008 program seems to me one of the better ones in recent memory. There are sessions for all levels of expertise. CE courses include “Executive Renewal Think Tank,” in-depth subject reviews and primers for novices and those moving into new disciplines, and several related to management, strategic, financial and other kinds.

The Cyberinfrastructure series of sessions, created by the Engineering Division, and discussed by Daureen Nesdill in her Chair’s message, brings programming to a new level of ingenuity and interest. All three of our Divisions and the Sections have inspired programming that creates, for me at least, the usual frustration of wanting to be in at least two, if not three, places at the same time. I truly hope many of you readers can attend.

On a final note, we pay tribute to John and Jean Piety, who have decided to leave off active participation in SLA and go on to true retirement. You will find more about Jean’s work history and the wonderful send-off given her by the Cleveland Public Library in January in this issue. We hope to have more about John in a future STN issue. All we can say is a deeply felt thank you for all your contributions in both official and unofficial (mentoring) capacities. Board meetings will not be the same without you.

We will be sending out requests for conference session reporters on the various lists. Please be thinking about those you would like to cover. And if you take any photos at the conference, please don’t hesitate to send them to me for the August issue.

See you in Seattle,
Susan Fingerman
susan.fingerman@jhuapl.edu
Hello from Rochester, NY on a drizzly spring morning. I've been immersed in preparing for the SLA Conference in Seattle this June, and I hope that you will be able to attend. I am overwhelmed with the enthusiasm and conscientiousness of our volunteers. The program will be excellent. A description of the events and the schedule has been posted on the Chemistry Division website at http://units.sla.org/division/dche/2008/schedule.htm. Conference details are still being finalized and the most current information can be obtained from the online personal planner at http://www.sla.org/content/Events/conference/ac2008/index.cfm.

This year's conference will be "greener," with many handouts posted online before the conference for you to preview and perhaps printout. We hope this will save some paper.

We are offering three information packed CE courses: Diving into Patents, Chemistry for the Non-chemist Librarian, and Chemical Information Resources, Requests and Reference.

The social events will be fun, with our annual No-Host dinner at the McCormick & Schmick's Seafood Restaurant. Contact Yan He at yh83@georgetown.edu if you want to attend. If you are new to the Division or if this is your first conference, please join the Chemistry Board at our Newcomer's Lunch, sponsored by SRI Consulting. Contact Ben Wagner at abwagner@buffalo.edu for more information. Finally, everyone is welcome to experience speed networking (like speed dating) and live music at the Speed Networking Reception, sponsored by ACS Publications. This is going to be a kick and the more the merrier!

If you are interested in volunteering, we are looking for a moderator for the Materials Science Resources Forum on June 18th. We will also be looking for a Sponsorship Chair for 2009.

Finally, come celebrate the success of two of our members. Dana Roth will be inducted into the SLA Hall of Fame at the Opening General Session and Awards Presentation on June 15th. Bing Wang will be awarded a 2008 Diversity Leadership and Development Program (DLPD) Award at the DLPD Breakfast on June 17th.

As always, if you have comments, questions, or suggestions, feel free to email me at sccardinal@library.rochester.edu.

Sue Cardinal
Chemistry Division Chair 2008
Since 1879, ACS Publications has achieved unparalleled excellence in the chemical and related sciences. Such achievement is due to the dedication of Information Specialists worldwide who advance the chemical enterprise by choosing to subscribe to ACS Publications.

THE ACS CYCLE OF EXCELLENCE
access | insight | discovery

ACS PUBLICATIONS
HIGH QUALITY. HIGH IMPACT.
Beyond the Chemistry Web ...

Bob Buchanan, Physical Sciences Librarian, Auburn University

This month’s column is all about nanomaterials, from pure science and commercial applications to the social issues of health, safety, and the environment.

Science of Nanomaterials

nanowebtech.org supplements the new Institute of Physics journal Nanotechnology. Except for articles from Nanotechnology, this multidisciplinary site is free after you create a user profile. The strength of this site is news, articles, and products that support research.
http://nanotechweb.org/cws/home

Sponsored by the Network for Computational Nanotechnology, nanoHUB provides teaching and simulation tools for the nanosciences, nanoelectronics, nano electrical-mechanical systems (NEMS) and their application to nanobiosystems. The simulation tools are free but require registration. This is a good site to find educational materials.
http://www.nanohub.org

Nanowerk offers the nanomaterials database with 900 products from 130 suppliers. But it also provides information such as Nanowerk Spotlight (a daily nanoscience article), news feeds, and nanotechnology resources such as nanoLinks (a directory of academic and commercial organizations), events calendar, report library, video library, periodical directory, and a section for “neat stuff.”
http://www.nanowerk.com

Nanoforum.org is a portal for nanotechnology-related news, events, organizations, publications, and resources. Although this site is aimed at the European community, information about nanotechnology crosses national boundaries. A nifty feature is the ability to narrow topics like news, organizations, and events to fifteen sub-categories such as Chemistry & Materials, Safety & Environment, Consumer Products, and Society Issues.
http://www.nanoforum.org

The National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI) coordinates the research and development of nanotechnology sponsored by U.S. agencies. Its topics include science, health, the environment, economic benefits, grants, and public policy. The range, depth, and currency of this site are uneven, but it is worth a visit.
http://www.nano.gov

Health, Safety, & Environment Issues of Nanomaterials

Supported by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), the NIOSH Nanotechnology: Nanoparticle Information Library offers a databank on nanoparticle properties, news, and links to other nanotechnology resources.
http://www2a.cdc.gov/niosh-nil/index.asp

A cooperative effort of industry, academics, governments and non-government organizations, the goal of the International Council on Nanotechnology (ICON) is to “develop and communicate information regarding potential environmental and health risks of nanotechnology … while maximizing societal benefit.”
http://icon.rice.edu/index.cfm

The Illinois Institute of Technology’s Center on Nanotechnology and Society, at Chicago-Kent College of Law, focuses on the social aspects of nanotechnology: ethics, law, public policy, and business. Includes links to similar organizations.
http://www.nano-and-society.org/

For an overview of the risks and benefits of nanotechnology, visit the Center for Responsible Nanotechnology.
http://www.crnano.org
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Smithers Rapra = Polymers

Smithers Rapra is a world leading independent company with more than 80 years of experience providing industry and academia with information and technology on all aspects of plastics and rubber. And now, Smithers Rapra has a US distribution and customer service center.

Please visit us in Booth 1213 at SLA 2008 in Seattle

Polymer Books

Publishing a wide range of polymer-related technology and market oriented books and reports, our list covers Materials, Products & Applications, Manufacturing & Processing, Properties, Analysis & Testing, Environment & Health, and much more.

NEW SERIES LAUNCHING – Smithers Rapra Updates will be addressing wide ranging aspects of polymer science and technology with a state-of-the-art review supported by an extensive, structured bibliography for further reading.

Polymer Library Database (Formerly Rapra Abstracts)

The world’s leading database of polymer research. Comprehensive coverage – the Polymer Library contains more than a million records dating from 1972. Coverage is fully international with source material from 30 different countries, covering the science, business and technology of polymers.

Polymer Journals

Original articles from international researchers at the leading edge of science, technology and commercial applications of plastics and rubber. Our journals cover a wide range of subject areas, including the chemistry, physics and engineering properties of plastics; fibre reinforced composites, polyblends, textiles, foams, coatings, conducting polymers, the recycling of plastics and rubber; environmental issues and the use of plastics and rubber in any component, product or production process.

Call today for more information

www.rapra.net • 330-762-7989 • jabashian@smithersmail.com

World Leading Independent Polymer Research, Technology and Information
Hello again!
In this column I’d like to acknowledge a number of MRM section members, beginning with those who volunteer their valuable time on behalf of the Division and the Section.

We thank Earl Mounts, Alcoa Technical Center, who drafted the MRM Section Strategic Plan last year, and who is also serving this year as the MRM Section liaison to the Chemistry Division Awards Committee. Earl also volunteered to serve as a moderator at the Materials Science Resources Forum session at the SLA conference. Tracy Landfried, Army Research Laboratory, also offered to serve as a moderator. Thank you too, Tracy. With five vendor/presenters and limited time, I welcome the assistance of both!

I would also like to acknowledge Cathy DiPalma, Saint-Gobain Norpro. Cathy is the 2009 conference planner for MRM (see you in DC). Cathy also is in line to accept the MRM Chair position for 2009. She represented me at the January Leadership Summit in Louisville, which was very helpful.

In her report at the Chemistry Division board meeting, Cathy noted that the 2009 conference planning team is working with the idea of “going green.” Other ideas under consideration include a materials digital library workshop, a session focused on “From cyber infrastructure to cyber discovery in materials science”, and/or international materials research network. There are good connections to the future with the role of materials in energy, healthcare, transportation, etc. Also, MRM and the Chemistry Division plan to take advantage of the presence of NSF and other government agencies in the D.C. area.

All the other members of the Board continue to deserve recognition – Past Chair Betsy Aldridge, PACCAR; Associations Liaison Carol Tower, SME; Membership Chair Bette Finn, Georgia Institute of Technology; Nominations Chair Marty Rhine.

Speaking of Betsy Aldridge – Betsy has recently been a reviewer for the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE International) as they and Factiva develop an automotive/commercial vehicle/aerospace thesaurus for resources. Betsy says her role is to “determine if the list is accurate and comprehensive for commercial vehicle technologies.”

I’d also like to welcome several recent new members to the MRM section.
Jack Bashian, Smithers Rapra Press
Dr. Brian Bridgewater, Rohm and Haas
Jennifer Groff, Clemson University
Richard Mansfield, Air Force Research Laboratory

Finally, just a quick invitation to the MRM Section conference program, "Materials Science Resources Forum", Wednesday June 18, 12:15 – 1:45 PM. I’m pleased to welcome representatives from ASM International, CSA Proquest, Elsevier, Springer, and STN-Fiz Karlsruhe. Each will have the opportunity to tell us about recent materials-related additions to their offerings, but I envision the bulk of the session being devoted to either case-studies or other discussion of the value-add for research librarians and end-user customers. Moderators Earl Mounts, Tracy Landfried and I will work heard to ensure plenty of time for audience interaction, too.

Warm regards,
Nora K. Stoecker
nstoecker@nksinfo.com
OR nkstoe@us.army.mil
http://www.nksinfoservices.com

The Materials Research & Manufacturing Section of the Chemistry Division Welcomes its Newest Member

Richard Mansfield
Reference Librarian
AFRL Technical Library
Det. 1 AFRL/WSC
Afri Technical Library
2950 Hobson Way
Bldg 642, Rm 1306
WPAFB, OH 45433
Find the knowledge you’re looking for…
with fast and accurate results

The Database for: Physics • Information Technology • Electrical Engineering & Electronics • Computing • Mechanical & Production Engineering

A new powerful online information tool for research success

Inspect Direct is a new precision research tool that will support scientific and technical research in your area of expertise. The new platform, an enhanced search interface of the IET Database, provides access to abstracts of millions of high quality, relevant peer-reviewed articles, conference proceedings and technical reports, via a secure and intuitive platform featuring state-of-the-art indexing, search features and analytical functionality.

Spanning 110 years and updated weekly, Inspect Direct gives you fast and accurate results that will support your organisation’s R&D activities by keeping you on top of the latest trends and research to help you drive innovation.

Ensure you have access to the research tools needed to succeed. Get Inspect Direct - a better way to research.

Call today for your free trial on +1 (732) 321 5575 or visit www.theiet.org/inspectdirect

www.theiet.org/inspectdirect
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Engineering Division
Daureen Nesdill, Chair

The objectives of the Engineering Division are to provide an association for those having an interest in library and information science as they apply to engineering and the physical sciences and to promote the use of materials and knowledge for the benefit of libraries and other educational organizations.

Organizations such as ALA, AIIP, ASIS&T, and SCIP have codes of ethics. SLA does not. To address this, the SLA Public Relations Advisory Council (PRAC) recently undertook a new initiative to help us all learn about information ethics and to work towards developing a Code of Ethics for SLA and its members. We will be asked to participate in various components of this initiative throughout 2008.

From the 2007 Study Results and Recommendations for an Ethics Code for SLA:

These ethics codes and guidelines address a variety of professional values and behaviors, including levels of services and responsibility for service and system quality; equity of access; the role of personal beliefs in providing services; intellectual freedom; privacy and confidentiality; intellectual property rights and other legal considerations; conflict of interest; treatment of or relations with employer, colleagues, or users, and balancing their competing needs; informing users about the sources provided; obligations for professional development; accurate representation of one’s expertise; protecting the reputation of information professionals and promoting the information profession; concern for the public good; concern for the preservation of cultural heritage; and enforcement of such codes.

Each SLA unit has already appointed an SLA Ethics Ambassador, and they are busily undergoing training via webinars. The Ethics Ambassador for the Engineering Division is Patricia E. Kirkwood, Engineering and Mathematics Librarian at the University of Arkansas. Patricia has also served as Head of the Physical Sciences Library at Cornell and as the Chemistry/Science Librarian at Emory University. Patricia has corporate library experience working for Bell Communications Research, a position she took after earning her MLIS at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Patricia earned an undergraduate degree in chemistry at Pacific Lutheran University.

Patricia will eventually be investigating the use of SLA’s toolbox of social networking software to facilitate discussions and the collection of information and opinions of members of the Engineering Division, worldwide. As a first step and an introduction to ethics, we will be asking you to view a webinar, Ethics 101 from the Click U Live! Website. Watch for an email. There will be no charge for this event.

The reference to social networking software segues directly into my next topic, the mini symposium taking place during the 2008 SLA Annual Conference in Seattle. It is about cyberinfrastructure, or e-Science, or e-Research, or e-collaboration or my favorite phrase, grid-science. These are different terms for basically the same thing: the collaborative, interdisciplinary research being conducted as the result of advancements in Internet technology. Don’t assume I’m only referring to science and engineering research. Last night I had the pleasure of attending a theatrical performance at the University of Utah. The performers were not only in front of me, but also streamed in live from Chicago, Rochester and Wales. It was 2:00 AM in Wales so they did not have an audience. The collaborators in Chicago and Rochester did have audiences. Three audiences located in different cities were enjoying the antics of performers interacting live from four different locations through the magic of the Internet. It was entertaining.

If you want to learn more about cyberinfrastructure, then plan on attending the four SLA sessions. Learn what e-Science is, some of the tools being implemented and its impact on librarians, both corporate and academic. We are bringing in top speakers (sorry, no performers) in their fields for these sessions, so the sessions will definitely be informative.

On Monday morning, June 16th, we will have the annual Standards Update session. Lee Pharis has done a great job organizing the session and bringing in many of the vendors who provide us with industry standards. Also on Monday is Science and Engineering 101. The topics for this year are aerospace and nanotechnology resources. This is one of those sessions where everyone learns something. Tuesday morning
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is the Computer Science Roundtable. One topic for discussion is the question of whether there should there be a computer science unit within SLA. Tuesday afternoon Engineering partners with the Science-Technology Division for the annual Contributed Papers session. Engineering Division members are well represented.

There is no separate Engineering Division business meeting and lunch scheduled for this conference. The business meeting will be a part of the 40th anniversary reception, which will take place Sunday evening at 7:30-9:30PM. Look for "Engineering Division’s 40th Anniversary Celebration and Business Meeting" in the Personal Planner. It was omitted from the printed preliminary program you received in the mail. I do promise to keep the business meeting as short as possible, so sign up and come out to celebrate the Division’s 40th.

A few notes:
Mark O’English is the Division’s new ASEE-ELD Liaison. Mark is the Science Reference Librarian and also the Electronic Resources Librarian at Owen Library, Washington State University. Welcome, Mark.

If you are attending the Conference in Seattle and want to assist with any of the sessions, please email me at daureen.nesdill@utah.edu.

Two elected positions on the Engineering Board, Secretary and Chair Elect, will be opening for 2009. Improve your program development skills while implementing leadership skills and all this while working with a great group of people. Elected positions may receive travel assistance. For those who are interested, please send me an email. For additional information on the duties of each position see the Division’s website at http://units.sla.org/division/index.html.

Daureen Nesdill
Engineering Division Chair 2008

Engineering Division Sessions – SLA Conference, Seattle, June 2008

[Ed note: the descriptions have been abbreviated; please see the conference planner for more information]

SATURDAY JUNE 14, 2008
8:00AM-12:00PM
Defense Information for the Research Community
Ticked event # 255 Price USD199.00
Do you need access to defense research information? This course will present resources and tools to identify and retrieve information from the Defense Technical Information Center’s (DTIC)’s unique collections and other sources. Prerequisite: Attendees must meet eligibility requirements for DTIC registration for access to Private STINET. See http://www.dtic.mil/dtic/registration/index.html
Speaker: Candace Parker, Librarian, Defense Technical Information Center
Presented by: Engineering Division
Sponsored by: Defense Technical Information Center

1:00PM-5:00PM
Defense Information for All
Ticked event # 300 Price USD199.00
The course will cover searching Department of Defense (DoD) research results using tools developed by the Defense Technical Information Center (DTIC), the premier provider of DoD technical information. Using the Scientific and Technical Information Network (STINET), and other unique resources, researchers have access to a wealth of scientific, medical, engineering and technical data not available through standard bibliographic services.
Speaker: Philip Tomposki, Technical Information Specialist, Defense Technical Information Center
Presented by: Engineering Division
Sponsored by: Defense Technical Information Center

SUNDAY JUNE 15, 2008
12:00PM-2:00PM
Engineering Division and Aerospace Section Board of Directors
Members of the Engineering Division Board, Aerospace Section Board and the Advisory Board will meet to discuss issues pertaining to the Division.
Presented by: Engineering Division, Aerospace Section

7:30PM-9:30PM
Engineering Division’s 40th Anniversary Celebration and Business Meeting
Ticked event # 520 Price USD15.00
This year the Engineering Division will be
celebrating its 40th anniversary. We first got together back in 1968! Meet the 2008 Elsevier/SLA Engineering Librarian of the Year and the winners of the IEEE Continuing Education Stipend, the Inspec Student Travel Stipend and the Bonnie Hilditch International SciTech and Engineering International Travel Award. Presented by: Engineering Division, Aerospace Section
Sponsored by: AIAA, Thompson Scientific

MONDAY JUNE 16, 2008
9:00AM-10:30AM
Standards Update
The annual standards update will provide information on what is happening in the world of standards and the latest news from the vendors. Participants will have the opportunity to give feedback to organizations developing standards. Presented by: Engineering Division, Petroleum & Energy Resources Division
Sponsored by: Thompson Scientific

1:30PM-2:30PM
Cyberinfrastructure: Building Bridges
You’ve heard the term cyberinfrastructure. Do you know what it means – really means? Something to do with science? Sometimes referred to as e-science? Actually, all subject areas are included, but it started in the sciences. Are you one of those people wanting a better understanding of cyberinfrastructure? Come hear Lucille Nowell, NSF Office of Cyberinfrastructure explain the concept, the work and the future directions cyberinfrastructure may take and information professionals. Speaker: Lucille Nowell, Program Director NSF Office of Cyberinfrastructure
Presented by: Engineering Division, Biomedical & Life Sciences Division

3:30PM-5:30PM
Cyberinfrastructure: Everything You Need to Know About Electronic Laboratory Notebooks
Electronic laboratory notebooks (ELNs) have been around for a number of years now - so why aren't more companies and universities using them? Explore the state-of-the-art of ELNs, lessons learned from a corporation who has implemented ELNs, and a very novel ELN application taking place at a university. Speakers: Carl Voigt, Eastman Chemical Company; Jean-Claude Bradley, PhD, Drexel University; Michael H. Elliott, Atrium Research
Presented by: Chemistry Division, Engineering Division, Food Agriculture & Nutrition Division, Physics-Astronomy-Mathematics Division

3:30PM-5:30PM
Science and Engineering Resources 101
This year in 101, get an overview of resources in aerospace and nanotechnology. Our experts will introduce the best tools to help you discover, obtain, and work with resources in these fields. Speakers: James Manasco, University of Louisville, Mary Frances Lembo, Pacific Northwest National Lab
Presented by: Science-Technology Division, Engineering Division
Sponsored by: IEEE

9:00PM-12:00PM
Information Technology, Engineering, and Science-Technology Divisions Joint Open House
Another IT Division tradition, come hear two of Seattle’s finest Sci-fi writers talk about their work. Greg Bear is a well-known “hard science fiction” author; he often addresses major questions in contemporary science and culture with fictional solutions. Donna Shirley was the manager of the Mars Exploration Program and the original leader of the team that built the Sojourner Rover. Together, they will discuss their books and answer your questions about how they view the science fiction world. Speakers: Greg Bear, Donna Shirley
Presented by: Information Technology Division, Engineering Division, Science-Technology Division

TUESDAY JUNE 17, 2008
7:00AM-8:30AM
Aerospace Section Business Meeting and Breakfast
Ticketed event # 710 Price USD15.00
Come have breakfast and network with colleagues while learning of the news of the Aerospace Section. In addition, the winner of the George Mandel Memorial Award will be announced.
Presented by: Aerospace Section, Engineering Division
Sponsored by: Aerospace Section, Engineering Division

9:00AM-11:00AM
Cyberinfrastructure: Informatics Across the Biological Sciences
Scientists across a wide range of fields need to manage large quantities of data. This program will explore some of the projects and issues involved in informatics/bioinformatics and what librarians can offer. Speakers: Dr. Quentin B. Wheeler, Vice President and Dean, Arizona State University; Nell Rambo,

...continued on page 14.
Special Offers for SLA Librarians

Phased-Array Radar Design
Tom Jeffrey—Raytheon
June 2008

Introduction to Sensors for Ranging and Measurement
Graham Brooker—University of Sydney
Aug. 2008

Microstrip and Printed Antenna Design, 2E
Randy Bancroft
June 2008

Principles of Modern Radar—2 Volume Set
Mark Richards, James Scheer, and William Holm (Editors)—Georgia Tech, Distance Learning and Professional Education and GTRI
Volume I—Basic Principles
Nov. 2008

SLA SPECIALS:
$40 off your first order over $100
COUPON CODE: SLA40

20% Discount for future purchases to librarians who REGISTER ONLINE: scitechpub.com/librarian
expires 12/31/08

Multifunctional Adaptive Microwave Circuits System (MAMS)
Michael Steer and W. Devereux Palmer
June 2008

The Finite Difference Time Domain Method
Atef Elsherbeni and Veyssel Demir
Sept. 2008

The RF/Microwave Library
47 Training CDs and 5 Manuals
June 2008

Train your team using the RF/Microwave CD Library and you'll deliver better products, faster.

$5,699 © 2005
ISBN13: 97811884932625

www.scitechpublishing.com
toll free: 866-510-4724
Continued from page 12...

University of Washington Libraries; Catherine N. Norton, Director, MBL/WHOI Library; Dr. William Michener, University of New Mexico
Presented by: Biomedical & Life Sciences Division, Engineering Division, Knowledge Management Division, Physics-Astronomy-Mathematics Division, Pharmaceutical & Health Technology Division, Natural History Caucus
Sponsored by: Elsevier, Inc., IEEE

11:00AM-12:30PM
Computer Science Round Table
Join us to discuss issues in Computer Science Librarianship, and hear the results of the CS Survey.
Presented by: Science-Technology Division, Engineering Division, Information Technology Division, Physics-Astronomy-Mathematics Division
Sponsored by: ACM, IEEE

3:15PM-4:45PM
Sci-Tech and Engineering Contributed Papers Session
The Science and Technology and Engineering Divisions' annual contributed papers session with the theme: Connecting to Our Users in Sci-Tech and Engineering Libraries. Papers and authors include 1) 'Outreach to Scientists and Engineers at the Hanford Technical Library' Karen A. Buxton, Hanford Technical Library; 2) 'If the Library Brand is “Books,” Why Not Read a Few? Bringing Narrative Nonfiction Book Discussion to the Special Library' Scott Curtis, Jenny Bruenger, Michelle Lahey and Eric Ward, Linda Hall Library; 3) 'Librarian in the Lobby - Connecting in Their Space' Lee A. Pedersen, Brown University
Presented by: Science-Technology Division, Engineering Division
Sponsored by: Elsevier, Inc., Knovel Corporation

7:00PM-9:00PM
All Sciences Poster Session & Reception
The All-Sciences Poster Session & Reception highlights multiple themes representing innovation, creativity, and change, with sponsorship of five science divisions. Join your colleagues for food, drink, networking and learn new ideas to take back to your library
Presented by: Science-Technology Division, Engineering Division, Biomedical & Life Science Division, Chemistry Division, Physics-Astronomy-Mathematics Division
Sponsored by: ASME, H.W. Wilson, IET/Inspec,

Knovel, SPIE, Springer

WEDNESDAY JUNE 18, 2008
8:00AM-9:30AM
Aeronautics Then, Now and in the Future
Join us for an inspiring talk about the history and the future of aeronautics. How has the past inspired the future, and where are we going next? We will be looking at the evolution of aeronautical technology development and design and speculate on how this evolution will influence future aeronautical design.
Speaker: Michael N. Garrett, Director, Airplane Performance, Boeing Commercial Airplanes
Presented by: Aerospace Section, Engineering Division
Sponsored by: Linda Hall Library

12:15PM-1:45PM
Cyberinfrastructure: Breaking Rules, Building Bridges for Both Corporate and Academic Librarians
Researchers and educators are starting to collaborate globally as a result of the evolving Web. Cyberinfrastructure is facilitating these global multi-disciplinary and collaborative efforts. Scientists and engineers are collaborating with computer scientists and the IT industry to create this cyberinfrastructure. A key part of this cyberinfrastructure will also be services accessing digital repositories containing both scientific data and full-text publications. Speakers: Lee Dirks, Director, Scholarly Communications, Microsoft; James L. Mullins, Dean of Libraries & Professor, Purdue University
Presented by: Engineering Division, Information Technology Division
Sponsored by: IEEE

THURSDAY JUNE 19, 2008
8:30AM-1:30PM (Bus leaves at 9:00am)
Aviation Tour
Reservations Required. Price USD 47.00
William Edward Boeing founded one of the greatest dynasties in commercial aviation in the Pacific Northwest. Come join us on a tour of the Museum of Flight Restoration Center, the Boeing Assembly Plant and Future of Flight Aviation Center. We will be exploring the past, present and future of aviation in one tour. Guests need to be at least 48" tall. For security reasons all personal items must be left on the motor coach. See http://www.futureofflight.org/index.html for additional details.
Presented by: Engineering Division, Aerospace Section
Optics Infobase—
One Resource Serving
Dozens of Disciplines

More libraries each year realize the boundary-breaking benefits of Optics InfoBase—with instant access to more than 110,000 interdisciplinary peer-reviewed papers in optics and photonics.

Relevant.
➤ Keep users in front of their fields with top-ranking ISI factors, conference proceedings, and pre-publication posting

Multidisciplinary.
➤ Connect readers across departments and domains: Biology, chemistry, physics, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, biomedicine, materials science and more

Authoritative.
➤ Bring them the best: Our premier product is entirely peer-reviewed, presenting groundbreaking research and applications

Reputable.
➤ Rely on content from OSA, one of the oldest publishers of physics journals in the world


Start serving more users more efficiently today;
Contact Alan Tourrette (atourrette@osa.org) for pricing including consortia and multi-site.
Aerospace Section

Kathryn Breininger, Chair

The Aerospace Section of the Engineering Division encourages communication and cooperation among information professionals concerned with aerospace, aeronautical and related technologies. In addition, it fosters dialog with entities such as NASA, the AI医疗器械 and other important sources of technical data and bibliographical services.

Our annual SLA conference will be here before we know it! As a native of the Pacific Northwest, I would like to welcome you to our beautiful region of green forests, blue waters, snow capped mountains, and yes, often gray skies. June is a month of unknown weather, often surprising us with clear crisp blue skies overhead and Mt. Rainier dominating the skyline to the south of Seattle. You will find yourselves asking each other, as we natives do, “Have you seen the mountain this morning?” Come prepared with light rain gear and enjoy the area in spite of what the weather may hold during June!

As in years past, the 2008 program promises to be full of interesting and informative sessions. I would like to highlight a few relative to Aerospace. The Aerospace Section Business Meeting and Breakfast will be held on Tuesday, June 17th at 7:00 am. Come have breakfast with us, network with friends old and new, and join us in celebrating with the recipient of the George Mandel Memorial Award.

This year’s recipient is Kathy Nordhaus, North Texas Libraries Team Leader, Raytheon Company. Kathy has served in several leadership positions at SLA. She was the Engineering Division Chair from 2002-2004 and Membership Chair in 1999. Kathy is also a member of the Science-Technology Division, where she participated as a conference planner, and the Leadership Management Division of SLA.

Kathy has been involved at a variety of levels within Raytheon during her 27 years there. In addition to being the Team Leader of the North Texas Libraries and managing the North Building Library in Dallas, she is a member of the Knowledge Management & Benchmarking Team as well as the NCS Competitive Intelligence IPT for Raytheon. She is a member of the Raytheon Library Council and, as such, has been actively involved in merging all the library catalogs into one company-wide library catalog. She is a Raytheon Six Sigma Specialist and actively participates in Raytheon’s Mentoring Program.

Kathy has received numerous awards and recognitions. She was the recipient of the SLA 2004 Engineering Librarian of the Year Award.

At Raytheon, Kathy was the Team Leader of the Knowledge Representation Team. This team received the Excellence in Information Technology 2003 Corporate IT Award. Kathy was a member of the Optical Society of America’s Library Advisory Committee, 1997-2002 and has published articles in Optics and Photonics News. Kathy was also a member of the IEEE Library Advisory Council, 2005-2006. Please join us at the Aerospace Breakfast as she receives her award, and to congratulate her on her achievement!

On Wednesday, June 18th, at 8:00 am, the Aerospace Section will be hosting a session on Aeronautics Then, Now and in the Future. This promises to be an inspiring talk about the history and future of aeronautics, with a look at how the past has influenced the present and will inspire the future. Our speaker is Dr. Michael Garrett, the Director of Airplane Performance at The Boeing Company. Mike received the 2007 School of Engineering and Applied Science Distinguished Alumni Award from the University of Virginia. He received his Bachelor’s degree in 1979, and in 1997 graduated from the Executive Program of the Darden School of Business Administration at the University of Virginia.

Dr. Garrett began his career as an engineer at Douglas Aircraft Division of McDonnell Douglas in Long Beach, CA, working on aerodynamics, noise, weights, propulsion, fuels, and systems engineering. He moved to Seattle in 1998 and became the airplane performance and propulsion director for Boeing Commercial Airplanes, and in 1999 he became the Chief Project Engineer for the next-generation 737 program. In 2001 Mike was named the Director of Marketing Management for airplane programs, has been the Director of Engineering for the Fabrication Division in Auburn, WA, and is now Director for Airplane Configuration, Integration and Performance.

If you will be staying through Thursday, we would like to encourage you to join the tour we’re co sponsoring with the Engineering Division to the Museum of Flight Restoration Center, the Boeing Assembly Plant and the Future of... continued on page 18
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**Applied Science & Technology/Business Periodicals Index Retrospective: 1913-1983**
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Flight Aviation Center. You will tour the largest building in the world by volume (472,000,000 cubic feet) and see airplanes in various stages of testing and manufacture. At the Restoration Center you will see unique aircraft and aviation hardware displays, and can observe completed projects as well as aircraft under restoration.

I am looking forward to seeing you at the conference, in the sessions and at the various events at SLA.

Kathryn Breininger
Chair, Aerospace Section

George Mandel Memorial Award

We appreciate the ongoing support of Dr. David Mandel (George Mandel’s son) and the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics for their support of the George Mandel Memorial Award. This award provides support to Aerospace Section members to attend and participate in the SLA Annual Conference or educational opportunities. George Mandel was a member of the aerospace community for 30 years and served as the Chief of the Technical Information Services Division of the NASA Lewis Research Center.

He worked as project chair for the compilation and publishing of the NASA N numbers to DOD AD numbers. The George Mandel Memorial Award was established to preserve the goals of the Aerospace Section and the importance of pursuing personal development through participation in professional organizations.

The 2008 George Mandel Memorial Award winner is Kathy Nordhaus. See more about Kathy in the Aerospace Chair’s message.

Engineering Division Vendor Partners

The members of the Engineering Division thank all of our vendor partners for their generous sponsorship of the Division’s program for the 2008 SLA Annual Conference and INFO-EXPO. It is only with the assistance of our vendor partners that the Division is able to provide our members and nonmembers with quality programs and receptions.

Defense Technical Information Center (DTIC) is helping to sponsor the two CE courses the Division is offering this year, “Defense Information for the Research Community” and “Defense Information for All”. Visit the good folks of DTIC at their Booth Table Top when you are in the Exhibit Hall.

The “Engineering Division 40th Anniversary Celebration and Business Meeting” is being sponsored by AIAA (Booth 1008), Morgan & Claypool (Booth 1024), and Thomson Scientific (Booth 610). Visit with the reps at the reception and at their booths.

Thomson Scientific (Booth 610) is also sponsoring “Standards Update”.

The first session of the mini series on cyberinfrastructure, “Cyberinfrastructure: Building Bridges” is being sponsored by Basch Subscriptions, Inc (Booth 704). The last session of the mini series, “Cyberinfrastructure: Breaking Rules and Building Bridges for Both

Corporate and Academic Librarians” is being sponsored by IEEE (Booth 417). The “Aerospace Section Business Meeting and Breakfast” is being sponsored by AIAA (Booth 1008) and Jane’s Information Group (Booth 845). Visit with the reps from these vendor partners over breakfast and at their booths.

The “All Sciences Poster Session and Reception” is being hosted by five divisions. The vendor partners assisting the Engineering Division with sponsorship are SPIE Digital Library (Booth 449) and Knovel (Booth 1533). Their reps will be at the reception.

Linda Hall Library is sponsoring the session on “Aeronautics Then, Now and in the Future”. Visit with them at Booth 349 to learn about all their resources.

We also thank our awards sponsors:
IEEE (Booth 417) for the IEEE Continuing Education Stipend,
IET/Inspec (Booth 317) for the Inspec Student Travel Stipend,
Elsevier, Inc. (Booth 523, 630) for the Elsevier/SLA Engineering Librarian of the Year Award,
Dr. David Mandel and AIAA (Booth 1008) for the George Mandel Memorial Award.

Kathy Nordhaus and Jackie Florimonte
Vendor Relations Committee Co-Chairs
It's all in your nature.com
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Science-Technology Division  Christine Whitaker, Chair

The objectives of the Science-Technology Division shall be to draw together those members of the Special Libraries Association having an interest in the role of library and information science as applied to the recording, retrieval and dissemination of knowledge and information in all areas of science and technology, and to promote and improve the communication, dissemination and use of such knowledge for the benefit of libraries and their users.

Time is really moving quickly this year, and I am grateful to all the Science and Technology Division (DST) folks who have helped me keep up with Chair duties and conference planning activities. We have a great group of leaders in this Division, and I want to encourage you to join us in shaping the activities of the Division in the coming year.

The Leadership Summit in Louisville was an interesting and informative meeting. There was an update on the alignment project, and we saw a preview of the new AMS membership database, which will make our jobs so much easier! Looking forward to the SLA centennial, we brainstormed on what units could do to celebrate. Another challenging session was a “Remembering the Future” exercise designed to envision the future and identify steps to move us toward that vision.

Louisville is a river town and cold in January, but we were willing to walk the streets (and skywalks) for the local reception. Former DST Chair James Manasco and the Louisville Chapter threw a good party at the Louisville Slugger Museum, where baseball bats are made. We saw bats being hand-turned on a lathe and learned some baseball history.

The DST Board met in Louisville and discussed several topics. Our Division budget for 2008 was presented by treasurer Cheryl Hansen, and after discussion was accepted. I am happy to report that Division finances remain healthy. Ann Koopman presented a draft revision of DST’s Recommended Practices. Revisions were made to reflect changes in some committee responsibilities as approved at the 2007 Annual Meeting. Editorial changes which provide uniformity in the descriptions of Committees were made, and dates changed to reflect our new fiscal year. The revisions were accepted, with thanks to Ann for her good work. Changes to the Strategic Plan which were discussed in 2007 were reviewed, and the plan is now approved. The new documents are available on the DST web page.

DST Leadership has had ongoing discussions of how to make our web page more valuable to members. One idea we are initiating is posting job openings, so hurry and get your position descriptions to Anna Ren. We want our site to be a good resource for members, not just a depository for documents. Please let us know how we can make that happen by sharing good ideas and tips.

Let us know when you have “done good”. We want to get to know more of our members, so please share your accomplishments in SciTech News (STN). Send Susan Shepherd (susshepherd@ucsd.edu) career milestones, publications, appointments, awards, etc.

By now most of us have made plans for the Annual Meeting in Seattle June 14-18. The DST Program Planning Committee has a great roster of programs again this year. Programs such as Contributed Papers, Science and Technology Resources 101, the shared academic roundtable, and computer science roundtable, are all back by popular demand. The Science of Coffee continues our presentation of fun science topics.

New programs this year are the first ever Institutional Repositories Roundtable, the Citation Tracking and Analysis session, with vendor update, and the Alternative Fuels session, led by the transportation Division. Don’t forget our new CE offering on Sunday, Science Information Literacy for Non-Scientists. Our poster session is part of a new combined event on Tuesday night, the All Sciences Poster Session and Reception. This evening event will allow you to view posters from several divisions, while celebrating with refreshments! The perfect answer for members of multiple divisions. We will once again enjoy Science Fiction Night on Monday with the ITE folks, featuring local writers, and a great mystery guest.

See you all there!
Christine
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2008 Science-Technology and Engineering Divisions Bonnie Hilditch
International Librarian Award Winner - Debal Chandra Kar

Debal Chandra Kar is a recognized leader in the library community in India, one of the largest library communities in the world. He has had a remarkable 20 year career with significant accomplishments as a library director, scholar, educator, author, conference organizer, government advisor and technical expert for India's library and information sector.

The Board and members of the Asian Chapter recognized his ability soon after he joined the Asian Chapter. Since joining the Asian Chapter, Debal has taken an active leadership role. He was elected to the Asian Chapter Board as Secretary in 2005-2006 and as President-elect in 2007. He assumed his role of President in February 2008.

He has already left an indelible mark on the Asian Chapter. He conceived of and organized the Chapter's first significant event, a major conference held in India on IT Applications in Special Libraries in December 2005, which brought together 250 library professionals, twice the number that was anticipated. As soon as that conference was over, Debal began planning the Chapter's next conference, held in February 2007 in New Delhi, on Benchmarking and Best Practices in Special Libraries. Again, the conference brought together a much larger than expected audience of 300 including many of New Delhi's most prominent librarians. Even Linda Broussard, SLA's Chief Community Officer flew to New Delhi to represent SLA Headquarters and to give a presentation at the conference.

Debal is now working closely with Asian Chapter members in the city of Pune, just outside of Bombay, to help them to organize a one day workshop in early 2008. Debal is also leading a large planning committee to organize what will be the Asian Chapter's, and likely one of Asia's largest, library related conferences in 2008. This conference is expected to bring together an international audience of nearly 1,000 information professionals to discuss a broad range of topics including Information Resources and Services, Information Society, Information Communication and Technologies, Information Objects and Products, Information and Business, and LIS Education, Training & Research.

Aside from Debal's contribution to the Asian Chapter as the principal organizer of major events, he has written articles for the Asian Chapter newsletter; organized the printing and distribution of Asian Chapter newsletters, raised funds to support the conferences, established ties with other special library associations in Asia, written publicity materials for the Asian Chapter, recruited many new members, produced minutes of the Asian Chapter's meetings, greeted Asian Chapter members who were visiting India, and promoted SLA and the Asian Chapter within India and also at other events in Asia.

Debal is considered one of India's top science and technology information professionals, and works in one of India's most prominent science and technology think tanks. His boss for the last 20 years, Dr. RK Pachauri, who heads TERI and also the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, won this year's Nobel Peace Prize along with Al Gore. (From the nomination by Scott Davidson, President, SLA Asian Chapter)

The Bonnie Hilditch International Librarian Award, sponsored by the Science-Technology and Engineering Divisions, is presented to a librarian outside of the United States and Canada. The purpose of the award is to provide an opportunity for a librarian outside of the United States and Canada to attend the annual Special Libraries Association (SLA) conference. The award will cover conference registration, lodging and airfare, up to and not exceeding USD2,000. The SLA annual conference will be held in Seattle, WA., USA, June 15-18, 2008.
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S. Kirk Cabeen Travel Stipend Award Winner - Betsy Ronan Herzog

Betsy Ronan Herzog is currently a student at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill School of Information and Library Science. She currently holds two internships: at the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and at IntraHealth International. She will graduate in May 2008.

At the Kenan Institute in Asia in Thailand, Betsy was a web development intern from May 2007-July 2007. She worked in rural Thailand designing a website for the Phang Nga Tourist Association, an organization of local businesses in the tsunami-devastated town of Khao Lak. She collaborated with the organization’s leaders to create a web development plan based on their needs and resources, provided instruction to local business owners, on how to develop commercial websites.

Betsy was a research fellow at the Sloane Art Library, University of Carolina, Chapel Hill, from January 2007-May 2007. In this position, she provided reference services about the collection, the catalog and multidisciplinary electronic resources, conducted workshops for Art History graduate students on non-art resources, supervised undergraduate assistants, assisted with circulation and provided website maintenance.

From July 2005-July 2006, Betsy was a teacher in the Japanese Exchange and Teaching Program (JET) in Okayama, Japan. She was an assistant English language teacher in a public school in rural Japan. Her responsibilities included classroom management, curriculum development, student evaluations, and supervising English club activities.

The S. Kirk Cabeen Travel Stipend Award is offered to a library school student or first time conference attendee. It offers a $750 award to be used toward expenses of attending the SLA Annual Conference in Seattle, WA, USA June 2008.

S. Kirk Cabeen Travel Stipend Award Winner - Gail Stebbins

Gail Stebbins is an MLIS candidate at the University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA. She is graduating in April 2008, and plans to attend her first SLA conference this year.

She is currently President of SLAPSG, the SLA chapter for the Pittsburgh Student group. Gail was their webmaster last semester (http://sla-divisions.typepad.com/slapsg.) With her help, they have significantly increased interest in the chapter and in SLA by presenting programming that highlights career opportunities for special librarians. She is also the Student Relations Chair for the Pittsburgh SLA chapter. Currently the student group has the responsibility of keeping a list of student field placement possibilities, and, along with the SLA faculty liaison, Gail is working to transfer ownership of that list to the University of Pittsburgh School of Information Science administration.

Her professional experience will include a field placement, from September - December 2008, in reference services and library instruction at the Bevier Engineering Library, University of Pittsburgh. This field placement will involve the delivery of library instruction to engineering students; creating Adobe Captivates videos as instruction aids, and answering reference questions.

From July 2000-May 2005, Gail was a Congressional Staffer at the Office of Congressman Tom Lantos, San Mateo, CA. This position required her to answer legislative reference questions and retrieve government documents for constituents. She was also called upon to evaluate and purchase equipment and negotiate maintenance contracts. She also had to install computer hardware and software. Overlapping with this position, from Oct 2002-May 2005, Gail was also a Webmaster/Independent consultant.

The S. Kirk Cabeen Travel Stipend Award is offered to a library school student or first time conference attendee. A $750 award to be used toward expenses of attending the SLA Annual Conference in Seattle, WA, USA June 2008.
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2008 Sci-Tech Division Achievement Award Winner - Anna Ren

Anna Ren is the Head of Public Services and Engineering Library at Northwestern University, Seeley G. Mudd Library for Science-Engineering.

She has been the web master for the Science-Technology Division for almost 4 years. Her initial responsibilities included designing and creating a new website for the Sci-Tech Division and migrating the old pages and files from the Louisiana State University server to the SLA Headquarters' server. On-going activities include adding new content, answering members’ questions regarding the site, keeping the site current, and working with the SLA Headquarters to make sure access is available 24/7. New content added in 2007 included a new page that lists library job openings. In support of the award nominations, to be announced and awarded at the 2008 Annual conference in Seattle, Anna provided very complete and user friendly "webforms" for all 4 of our Sci-Tech Division Awards. This was a great improvement for the nomination process.

Anna has been the Manager of the Listserv for the Division since 1997. In 1997 she successfully moved the listserv from the Louisiana State University Library server to Northwestern University Library server. During the last ten years, she has maintained the listserv and handled members’ inquiries. At the request of the Division Chair, she also created a listserv for the Division board members.


The Sci-Tech Achievement Award is the highest annual award presented by the Science-Technology Division and is reserved for those recipients whose professional work is marked by distinction and dedication to scientific and technical librarianship. The purpose of the award is to recognize those Division members who have made outstanding contributions to the Division and/or to the literature of science and technology librarianship in the past 1 to 5 years. The $750 award is presented annually, with a corresponding scroll describing the reason for the award.

Sci-Tech Division and European Chapter Student Travel Stipend Award Winner - Hanna Lewin

Hanna Lewin is currently a student at the University College London and will graduate in 2008. She is presently working at the National Collaborating Centre for Acute Care (contracted by NICE) to produce guidelines. She has been there since September 2007. Her duties include developing complex search strategies in response to clinical questions, searching a range of biomedical databases, managing multiple reference databases and training colleagues to use them effectively, and searching for and obtaining documents for systematic review teams.

From June 2007-September 2007, Hanna worked as a Senior Library Assistant at a Public Services Help Desk, at the Central Library, Imperial College of London. She also worked at Westminster University, April 2006-June 2007, as an Information Assistant on Sundays.

Hanna was employed at the Royal Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain from September 2005-June 2007 as a Library Assistant. She was the first point of contact for enquiries by telephone, email and letter for the Society’s 45,000 members. In addition, she conducted research using evaluated websites, print resources and databases; was liaison with Public Relations and legal teams; provided information about the work of the Society; produced user guides in print and for the web; and collated monthly enquiry statistics and contributed information for the library bulletins.

May 2008
At Royal Holloway, University of London, from September 2004-September 2005, Hanna performed the duties of a Graduate Trainee Information Assistant.

Her professional and personal interests include:
- An associate member of CILIP (Chartered Institute of Library and Information Professionals) since 2004
- Student representative of CILIP's London branch of its Career Development Group since May 2007, helped organise a student conference in Nov 2007
- Member of ARLIS (Art Library Society) since 2005, having a personal interest in artists' books

- Member of Philosophy for All since 2006, a group encouraging debate between professionals and non-professionals in philosophy
- Supporter of HIV/AIDS charity Crusaid by raising money via their yearly 10K Walk for Life since 2004

Offered jointly by the Science Technology Division and the European Chapter SLA, this travel stipend is awarded to a current European library and information science (LIS) student to attend, for the first time, an SLA conference. This joint award of $2,000 USD will reimburse costs of attendance at the 2008 SLA Annual Conference in Seattle, Washington, USA, from June 15-18, 2008.

#### The Science and Technology Division Welcomes Our New Members

Ms. Alyssa Strouse  
Washington, DC

Ms. Kristen Fitzpatrick  
Westfield, NJ

Ms. Sharon Ost Aamli  
Grants Pass, OR

Mr. Muhammad Arif  
Islamabad, Pakistan

Ms. Katie Dunn  
Folsom Library

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute  
Troy, NY

Ms. Deborah Spector  
Encino, CA

Mrs. Carole Williams  
Columbia, SC

Ms. Peg Eby-Jager  
Los Angeles, CA

#### JOIN US! Annual Diversity Breakfast at SLA 2008 Seattle

7:00 a.m. Tuesday, June 17th, (Location TBA)  
SLA Ticket Event #720 - Cost is $25

"Diversity Work(s): Breaking Rules, Building Bridges"
Invited Speaker: Clara Chu, Associate Professor, UCLA Department of Information

Diversity is that space where conditions deemed as differences are edged and become the cause for celebration, innovation, adaptation, or in the worse case scenario, subjugation and suppression. How do special libraries address these differences and transform them into opportunities for innovation, creative problem solving and enhanced productivity? This talk will explore breaking rules and building bridges, the theme of the SLA conference, in order to address diversity, equity and change in special librarianship.

Dr. Clara M. Chu is an Associate Professor at the UCLA Department of Information Studies, and an affiliated faculty member at the UCLA Department of Asian American Studies. She specializes in the social construction of information systems, institutions, and access in order to understand the usage of and barriers to information in multicultural communities. As a Peruvian-born, Chinese Canadian American, her transnational and ethnic minority experiences provide her a distinctive and critical lens to examine information issues, to learn with students, and to inform professional practice. She serves on the editorial boards of various information and Asian Pacific American journals, including Library Quarterly, AAPI Nexus Journal and Amerasia Journal. She was recipient of the 2002 American Library Association Equality Award and was named a 2005 Library Journal Mover & Shaker, which recognizes people who are shaping the future of libraries.

Sponsored by:
EBSCO Information Services; Thompson Scientific; SLA Science-Technology Division; SLA Business & Finance Division

Presented by: SLA Science-Technology Division and the Diversity Leadership Development Program Committee
Celebrating John and Jean Z. Piety

Jean and John Piety have been contributing to SLA Divisions and activities, and indeed to the field of librarianship, for over 50 years. As a fledgling technical librarian many years ago, I received my first insights into the complex world of industry standards from Jean, both at the SLA Standards update session and from her sage individual advice.

The Piety's have always had advice and opinions, often delivered in a wry manner by John, at Science-Technology Division board meetings. They were active participants both in the discussions and in conference activities.

Jean joined John in retirement this year. As she wrote to me “This is my 50th year in SLA and in the SciTech Division. John and I met in 1975 at a Govt Docs luncheon at the SLA annual conference in Chicago - good lunch, good speaker, good results - we were married Jan 1, 1979.”

Since Jean has already been profiled (and celebrated) in the December 2007 issue of the SwetsWord Customer newsletter, we received permission to reprint that column. She also kindly sent me her thank you letter to the Cleveland Public Library, and I include it below as a further example of the high regard of her colleagues (and of Jean’s graciousness) -- Susan Fingerman, Editor.

Jean Z. Piety Celebrates 50 Years at the Cleveland Public Library!
Reprinted with permission from SwetsWord, December 2007, Swets

In August 2007, Jean Z. Piety officially celebrated 50 years of service at the Cleveland Public Library (CPL). Jean currently serves as Manager of the Science and Technology Department--one of the largest subject departments in CPL. She has held this position since 1980.

In addition to serving at CPL, Jean has written articles in Science and Technology Libraries and Library Hi-Tech News, as well as lectured on areas covering science and technology, environmental issues, running a large department within a public library, and locating historical industrial standards. She serves as Archivist for the Cleveland Technical Societies Council, a consortium in the Greater Cleveland area, which presented her with its Visionary Award in 2002. Jean is also active in SLA (Special Libraries Association) and a member of ASIST (American Society for Information Science and Technology) and SES (Standards Engineering Society).

Changes Over 50 Years
Jean has seen many changes in equipment and improvements in service during her career. She noted that interest in charging for extensive research in the mid 1970’s changed the library world, with some academic and public libraries pursuing the idea--CPL was one. As a result, she was asked to start a “Facts for a Fee” service that utilized a General Electric Termiten computer with a cradled telephone, as well as search results that arrived by snail mail. She also observed that the huge size of collections in recent years, as compared to 1957, reflect the information explosion that has accompanied the digital age.

Career at CPL
Jean joked that, “My career started in elementary school when the school librarian elected me to help straighten the bookshelves.” Her professional career at CPL began in 1957, when she was hired as a librarian for $4,000 per year. This marked the International Geophysical Year and the beginning of the space age, and as a result, her career focused on the challenges surrounding science and technology. Growing interest in environmental concerns in the early 1970’s also led to a grant for CPL to organize its Environmental Resources Center. Jean was assigned to run the center, and she later integrated the resources into the appropriate subject departments when the grant ceased.

Jean will retire from CPL on January 31, 2008, but will continue [to] serve for her 50th year in the SciTech Division of SLA. [Ed note: this is only a portion of the bio Jean sent to Swets. If you would like the entire text, please email Susan Fingerman]

From her Retirement Party thank you note:

What a party! What an evening! More than 100 shared the celebration that the Science and
Technology Staff organized for my retirement at Nighttown, January 25, 2008. It was truly delightful. We arrived in a limo (all of 2+ miles, very smooth) to greet all of you. Time was truly too short, but the highlights of the evening included George Diehl dedicating a piece on the piano to me. Then I read a poem about my retirement written by Thelma Morris, retired manager of the Social Sciences Department. Debbie Hajzak emceed the festivities by giving me the thoughtful cards and lovely gifts, including a photographic collection of CPL memories and the fountain for the back yard garden (designed last year by Lesley Scott who did the garden at CPL’s Library for the Blind and Physical Handicapped). Then Debbie presented the Quilt, designed by my talented staff, representing science and technology subjects, with the squares placed in the Library of Congress shelf list order (with one or two out of place, for there is usually a book or two misshelved). Jim Shanklin, as President of the Cleveland Technical Societies Council, read the text from the Visionary Award plaque I received from CTSC in 2002. Holly Carroll, CPL Deputy Director, continued with more kind words. Over the din of the restaurant, I concluded with inadequate thanks for the appreciation you all have shown for my 50 years at the Library and the fun that I have had in knowing all of you — staff, patrons, associates, and friends. It was truly a memorable event and I appreciated it.

Thanks for the memories.
Jean Z. Piety

Jean Z. and John Piety at the IT Division’s 50th Anniversary celebration in San Antonio -- SLA 2001
Science and Technology Division Programs
2008 Annual Meeting
Seattle, Washington, June 14-18, 2008

Sunday, June 15
11:00 – 12:30
Newcomers’ Brunch – (by invitation)

1:00 – 4:00
Science Information Literacy for Non-Scientists
(ticketed)

1:00 – 2:30
Sci-Tech Board meeting

Monday, June 16
7:00 – 8:30
Annual Division Business and Awards Meeting
(ticketed)

9:00 – 10:30
The Science of Coffee

1:30 – 2:30
Who Cited Whom and Where? Citation
Tracking & Analysis

2:30 – 3:00
Vendor Update: Scopus, Web of Science, Eigenfactor

3:30 – 5:00
Science & Engineering Resources 101:
Nanotechnology and Aerospace

Tuesday, June 17
7:00 – 8:30
Annual DLDP Diversity Breakfast (ticketed)

9:00 – 10:30
Alternative Fuels

11:00 – 12:30
Computer Science Roundtable

3:15 – 4:45
Sci-Tech and Engineering Contributed Papers

7:00 – 9:00
All Sciences Poster Session and Reception

Wednesday, June 18
8:00 – 9:30
Institutional Repositories Roundtable

12:15 – 1:45
DST and DBIO Academic Roundtable with box
lunch (ticketed)

Science-Technology Division Vendor Partners

These are our sponsors, whose financial support
makes it possible for us to bring you the high
level of program content and the fun networking
you’ve come to expect from your Division.

A special welcome to two sponsors who are new
to Sci Tech this year:

Nature Publishing Group, for our Annual
Business Meeting and Awards Breakfast

H.W. Wilson Foundation, for the All Sciences
& Engineering Reception & Posters

For the first time, one of our awards is supported,
and will be presented by

ASTM International -- Sci-Tech Division
Achievement Award

We welcome back regular friends:

Thomson Scientific -- Academic Roundtable

IEEE -- Science and Engineering Resources 101
& Computer Science Roundtable

Elsevier – Connecting to Our Users (Contributed
Papers), and Citation Tracking & Analysis

Inspec – All Sciences & Engineering Reception
& Posters

CrossRef – Citation Tracking & Analysis

OpenText Corporation – Science Fiction Open
House

Annual Reviews – Science of Coffee

CAS – Alternative Fuels

Basch Subscriptions – Diversity Breakfast

YBP – Division Board Meeting

Please take the opportunity to visit their booths
in Seattle, and say THANK YOU for their support.
Looking forward to seeing you in Seattle!

Your Vendor Relations Committee,
Ann Koopman, Hema Ramachandran, and Carol
Lucke
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New and Notable Titles in PHYSICS

- Escape Leipzig
  - Author: Harald Fritzsch
  - Pages: 140pp

- Light
  - Author: Peter Shumaker
  - Pages: 450pp

- Computer Solutions in Physics
  - Pages: 300pp

- TITAN: Exploring an Earthlike World
  - Authors: Athena Coustenis and Fred Taylor
  - Pages: 400pp

- Orbital Motion
  - Author: Harri Sjöberg
  - ISBN: 978-981-270-911-0
  - Pages: 282pp

- Multivalued Fields in Condensed Matter, Electromagnetism, and Gravitation
  - Author: Hagen Kleinert
  - Pages: 524pp

JOURNALS

- International Journal of Quantum Information
  - ISSN: 0219-7499

- International Journal of Modern Physics A
  - ISSN: 0217-751X

- International Journal of Modern Physics B
  - ISSN: 0217-9792

SciTech News

Published by Jefferson Digital Commons, 2008
Web Reviews

Reviews of web resources of interest to SciTech News readers. Highly recommended sites are marked with a star. In this issue, I review SciTech Online Social Networks.

Recently more and more scientists are using social networking sites like Facebook and MySpace for research purposes. The New York Times article (see link below) "On Facebook, Scholars Link Up With Data," cites examples such as Colorado’s study of news dissemination, Carnegie Mellon’s investigation of privacy issues, and Harvard’s study of an entire graduating class, dissecting their tastes, habits and personal identities. With so much research coming out of popular networks, it is about time that the scientific communities set down the magnifying glass and socialize a bit for themselves. These are a few social networking sites specifically devoted to scientists and engineers. They trade and collaborate on research ideas, post articles, and even find a friendly librarian or two! If just one of these catches on within the sci-tech library user community, they could become the next collection development tool, faculty liaison profiler, or library communication vehicle.


SciBog and Ning

http://scientists.scibog.com (www.ning.com)

SciBog is a social network for scientists that promotes communication across every scientific discipline. The site uses Ning, a service that allows anyone to customize and invite others into their personal social networking site. Ning also hosts other discipline-specific networks like Chemical Forum for "Chem 2.0

Lisa R. Johnston

Geeks" (chemistry.ning.com). The common theme with all Ning networks: very few users. SciBog has only 14 members, and chemistry.ning only two. You know your network is suffering when someone posts the question, "Does Ning Suck or Rock?" and a year later, still no comments.

★ Pronetos

http://pronetos.com

This "social network for scholars" has some very nice features. Debuting this year, the site combines typical user profile content with more researcher-friendly tools such as publication fields, courses taught, professional organizations and pre-defined subject networks. There is also the added detail of adding "colleagues" to your profile rather than "friends." With only about 500 users so far, the majority of active posts and discussions were, interestingly enough, library related. But as this space gets populated, and the virtual community networks grow, this site could become the next Facebook for sci-tech users.

BioMedExperts

http://www.biomedexperts.com

BioMedExperts works as a social platform for the online PubMed database. This service is directed toward researchers in the life sciences and presents some sophisticated network tools, such as co-author network automation, contact visualizations, and geographically-represented collaborations. Each user is automatically profiled using their publication statistics from PubMed. The data generates a listing of their subject expertise, co-authors, and institutional

...continued on page 34
16 years of experience
Over 45,000 customers
Hundreds of content management deployments tailored for libraries and archives
ONE enterprise-class integrated library system

What makes Open Text The Content Experts? We believe the numbers speak for themselves.

Trust Open Text to help you manage your library and digital collections and get the most value from your content.

OPEN TEXT
The Content Experts

SLA Booth #1025
basis_sales@opentext.com
800-328-2648 or 614-658-3836

www.opentext.com/library
Continued from page 32...

affiliations, to name a few. Boasting over 1.4 million researchers, BioMedExperts' success is fueled by the Collexus software and fancy data mining skills rather than an overwhelming user response.

Squishy-science types may also like these additional medical and health related sites. http://www.tiromed.com (exclusively for physicians and med-students) and http://www.sermo.com (open to all).

SciMeet and Complore

These two sites offer to connect “research communities around the world” but don’t waste your time. SciMeet, “the first social network just for scientists,” has apparently failed. Registration is closed and the site’s copyright is out of date. And a site that should fail even in its beta form, Complore, has perfected their advertising before looking at usability. You constantly are searching for the link out of a full-page ad or are addressed with “Party girl” videos. Beware of this Web 2.0 spam.

★ MyExperiment
http://Myexperiment.com

With over 600 users sharing workflows, research, and expertise on MyExperiment since its debut last summer, this social network has viable user interest. For good reason: in the age of Web 2.0 capitalization, this product was actually created by scientists at the University of Southampton, so the functionality is aligned with actual scientific needs. The practical function of posting and downloading workflows (programs that analyze data) is currently the sites mainstay, but future plans for technical support, open-source applets (for creating data mashups), and an e-print repository position MyExperiment to be the MySpace of science.

Academici
http://www.academici.com

Academici hosts over 20,000 members in its international “trusted network of colleagues.” The format is much like a business card, containing your contact information, professional affiliation, and personal web site. They also include a unique feature of keyword profiling to better describe your job and interests. However the “tag cloud” is actually self-fabricated by making statements such as “I am 75% librarian and 25% science,” (or is the other way around?). The interface, therefore, makes it pretty easy for a first year lab assistant to be mistaken for an expert in all things sci-tech.

Nature Network
http://network.nature.com

Nature has created a social network of authors and bloggers that has gradually expanded to a broader readership. The presentation is interesting. Your user picture is tiny but your career info, publication citations, and interests take center stage. Science and technology are no fashion show and the network rightly stays true to this ideal. Another feature is activity
tracking. Your posts (blog entries), comments, and tags are all part of your profile, so users take ownership of their actions. However, Nature takes this attempt toward a more stable social environment one step further, and has network editors in place to “keep tabs” on things. Aren’t forum moderators a bit Web 1.0?

Google Knol

Amid its controversy as a Wikipedia death threat, the proposed Google Knol provides an interesting, and potentially lucrative, social network for sci-tech types. As a content-controlled encyclopedia, the primary network users will be invited professionals and experts in their fields. Each will have a viewable profile and full ownership over the pages they create with the option of generating ad revenue per page. What makes Google’s web-pedia different from other knowledge banks is the opportunity to have multiple entries on a single topic for a multifaceted approach to information. These ingredients of prestige, professional dialog, and money have the potential for a strong sci-tech social network.

Facebook
www.facebook.com

Not specifically sci-tech related, but hard to ignore, Facebook is the current king of social networking. The recent post, “Facebook - science meets social networking,” on Matt Hodgkinson’s blog Journalology, lists the “plethora of science-y stuff” you will find here. With millions of users, eclectic groups for any topic and new science-influenced widgets, Facebook has been able to reach across generation gaps and bring a little society into the world of online social networking.*

* Note: Several SLA units related to Sci-Tech have groups in Facebook.

Scirus Topics
http://topics.scirus.com

Elsevier is trying to do something similar to Google Knol with their topic pages. Scientific-minded experts summarize their personal subject areas in a very dense and technical format. Can’t find the encyclopedia entry on “Glucocorticoids non-genomic anti-inflammatory switch on endocannabinoid synthesis?” Then this is your place.

SciTech News
Published by Jefferson Digital Commons, 2008
New Science and Technology Journals


*Air Quality, Atmosphere and Health* is a multidisciplinary journal focusing on the atmospheric consequences of human activities and their implications for human and ecological health. Among the topics addressed are acid precipitation; aerosol and particulate matter; air quality monitoring; air quality management; atmospheric chemistry; atmospheric modeling and prediction; air pollution climatology; air pollution measurement; atmospheric environment; atmospheric impact assessment; atmospheric science; clean air technology; climate change and air quality; environmental sciences; exposure assessment; forest-fire emissions; greenhouse gases; health effects; indoor air quality; regional/global change; risk assessment; and satellite measurement.


Public communication of astronomy provides an important link between the scientific astronomical community and society, giving visibility to scientific success stories and supporting both formal and informal science education. While the principal task of an astronomer is to further our knowledge of the universe, disseminating this new information to a wider audience than the scientific community is becoming increasingly important.

The International Year of Astronomy 2009 will serve as a unique platform to inform the public about the latest discoveries in astronomy as well as to emphasize the essential role of astronomy in science education. The main objectives of the journal are documenting and absorbing knowledge, providing a basis for discussions, establishing priorities in the field, furthering careers through documentation of the excellence of the individual, and helping to avoid duplication of effort. The editors would like to see the astronomy outreach community deeply involved in this journal’s evolution and production.


*Global Environment* intends to act as a link for ongoing research on the environment and world history, with special regard to the modern and contemporary ages. The intent is to stimulate and gather studies and research which, in spite of diverse approaches and themes, share a conception of the environment as a perspective from which to look at the problems of the world and its history, at conceptions of economic development, social and productive relations, government, and relations between peoples.

The journal intends to transcend the Western centric and “developist” bias that has informed international environmental historiography so far. The journal should favor the emerging of spatially and culturally diversified points of view. The editorial board of the journal is composed of researchers living and studying in Europe and North America, South America, Africa, Asia and Australia.


The IIJRE is the first peer-reviewed online journal dedicated specifically to cross-disciplinary, cross-cultural research on internet research ethics. All disciplinary perspectives, from those in the arts and humanities, to the social, behavioral, and biomedical sciences, are reflected in the journal. With the emergence of internet use as a research locale and tool throughout the 1990s, researchers from disparate disciplines, ranging from the social sciences to humanities to the sciences, have found a new fertile ground for research opportunities that differ greatly from their traditional biomedical counterparts. Are the ethical obligations of researchers conducting
research online somehow different from other forms of research ethics practices?

As the internet continues to transform and diffuse, new research ethics questions arise – e.g., in the areas of blogging, social network spaces, etc. Such questions are at the heart of IRE scholarship, and such general areas as anonymity, privacy, ownership, authorial ethics, legal issues, research ethics principles (justice, beneficence, respect for persons), and consent are appropriate areas for consideration.


This journal publishes papers within the general area of insect (and other arthropods) conservation and diversity covering topics ranging from ecological theory to practical management. *Insect Conservation and Diversity* explicitly associates the two concepts of insect diversity and insect conservation for the benefit of invertebrate conservation. The journal places an emphasis on wild arthropods and specific relations between arthropod conservation and diversity. Key topics covered in the journal will include biogeography, climate change (and its impacts on distributions and range), conservation genetics, global biodiversity, integrating conservation science and policy, and long-term planning and implementation.

Topics include conservation genetics, extinction, management responses of species and communities, captive breeding programs, comparisons of restored and natural habitats, metapopulation dynamics, invasive species impacts and control, genetic threats to diversity by introgression and more.


The *International Journal of Sustainable Engineering* is predicated on the need for engineers to have access to a source of information and an opportunity to share new ideas and solutions for sustainable development. Engineering and sustainable development are intrinsically linked. All capital plant and every consumable product depends on an engineering input through design, manufacture and operation, if not for the product itself then for the equipment required to process and transport the raw materials and the final product. Many aspects of sustainable development depend directly on appropriate and timely actions by engineers. Sustainable solutions have not only an environmental dimension but also economic and social dimensions, thus extending the multidisciplinary nature beyond engineering.

Topics include engineering design for sustainable development, sustainable technology innovation, life-cycle engineering, energy conservation and low-carbon manufacturing, sustainable material development, sustainable packaging solutions, sustainable process engineering, sustainable construction for the built environment, product versus service paradigms, sustainable transport engineering, and engineering education for sustainable development.


*Journal of Flood Risk Management* provides an international platform for knowledge sharing in all areas related to flood risk. Its aim is to disseminate ideas across the range of disciplines where flood related research is carried out. It contains leading edge academic papers as well as applied content with the practitioner in mind. Readers and authors include hydrologists, meteorologists, geographers, geomorphologists, conservationists, civil engineers, social scientists, policy makers, insurers and practitioners. Examples of areas covered include, but are not restricted to, hydrology; coastal, storm and surge; climate change; infrastructure management; flood event management and disaster recovery; flood forecasting/warning; land use management/spatial planning; uncertainty analysis and risk; environment (geomorphology, sediments, habitat), and health & social aspects of flooding.


The events of 9/11 and beyond have compelled stakeholders to look at transport security as much more than merely another element of the global networks that move people and goods. An activity that was previously viewed as a routine component of modern transportation is now seen
as both a vital necessity and a national priority. Transportation security lies at the core of many important areas of study, including supply chain and logistics; information technology; public policy; international business; political science; engineering; transportation; economics; and counterterrorism, among others. This journal claims to be the first to take a global, apolitical, and in-depth multidisciplinary look at the field. The mission of the journal is to disseminate new research, thought, and analysis for teachers, researchers, policy makers and practitioners around the world who view transportation security as a critical element in the post 9/11 world.


*Statistical Analysis and Data Mining* addresses the broad area of data analysis, including data mining algorithms, statistical approaches, and practical applications. Topics include problems involving massive and complex datasets, solutions utilizing innovative data mining algorithms and/or novel statistical approaches, and the objective evaluation of analyses and solutions. Of special interest are articles that describe analytical techniques, and discuss their application to real problems, in such a way that they are accessible and beneficial to domain experts across science, engineering, and commerce. The focus of the journal is on solving data analysis problems associated with massive, complex datasets; describing innovative data mining algorithms or novel statistical approaches; and comparing and contrasting techniques to solve a problem, along with an objective evaluation of the analyses and the solutions.


This online newsletter published by the Rhode Island Department of Environmental Management Division of Fish and Wildlife provides information on hunting and fishing regulations and facts about Rhode Island wildlife and habitats. Recent articles include Summer Flounder in 2008, Ice Fishing in Rhode Island, Galilee Bird Sanctuary—Winter Waterfowl Destination, New Atlas Shows Eelgrass Increasing in Narragansett Bay, and Spotlights on the American Eel and the Atlantic Brant.
Sci-Tech Book News Reviews

Marie Fraties-Block, Selector

The following section consists of 100 book reviews selected from Sci-Tech Book News, reprinted with the permission of Book News Inc. This review journal is published four times a year, each issue reviewing over 2,000 new titles in the physical and biological sciences, mathematics, engineering, computer science, technology, and agriculture. For a sample issue and subscription information, contact Book News Inc. at 5739 NE Sumner Street, Portland, OR 97218. Phone: (503)281-9230; Fax: (503)287-4485; E-mail: booknews@booknews.com.

PSYCHOLOGY

BF637 2006-022400 0-8058-5780-X
The dark side of interpersonal communication, 2d ed.
Title main entry. Ed. by Brian H. Spitzberg and William R. Cupach.
Lawrence Erlbaum, ©2007 416 p. $45.00 (pa)
The more we communicate the better off we are, right? Not if we are bullying, belittling or taking revenge, it seems. In this survey of the scholastic landscape, new academicians as well as authors of classic articles explore how dysfunctional interpersonal communication operates across a variety of settings, contents and contexts. These articles, which have been thoroughly updated for this edition to reflect new theories and findings, address the negative side of communication and the real reasons behind it, relational uncertainty as an obstacle and opportunity, avoidance and secrets, the strangeness of the self in cyberspace, communicating to hurt, complaints and criticism from a partner, teasing and bullying, infidelity, relational transgressions (including expressing hurt, anger and forgiveness), vengeful behavior, aggression and psychological abuse, child abuse as an expression of a lack of safe ground, and adolescent-to-parent abuse.

BF698 2007-016884 978-0-471-22881-3
Handbook of personality assessment.
John Wiley & Sons, ©2008 677 p. $125.00
Weiner (psychiatry, behavioral medicine, University of South Florida) and Greene (Pacific Graduate School of Psychology) provide basic instruction in the administration, scoring, and interpretation of the most widely used personality assessment instruments. They also review and comment on contemporary clinical and research literature concerning the scientific status and practical applications of these measures. The text is addressed to two primary groups of readers: graduate students who are learning about personality assessment methods and issues, and professional psychologists who need a refresher. Part I covers general considerations in personality assessment, including procedural aspects and psychometric foundations. Part II presents information on the most widely used self-report personality inventories, and Part III presents information on what have traditionally been called “projective,” or performance-based, measures. Part IV provides sample interpretive reports generated by computer programs for six different tests.

ETHICS

A moral climate; the ethics of global warming.
Northcott, Michael S.
Orbis Books, ©2007 336 p. $20.00 (pa)
He hears—sometimes explicitly and sometimes as an undertone—that once the engines of industry are decoupled from fossil fuel—a mere technical fix—the environmental problem will be solved. That is a serious misreading of the crisis, says Northcott (ethics, U. of Edinburgh), because global warming is the symptom of the problem not its cause. Among his perspectives as a priest and an ethicist are energy and empire, ethical emissions, mobility and pilgrimage, and faithful feasting.

ENVIRONMENT

GB622 2007-024968 978-1-4200-6414-8
Wetland and water resource modeling and assessment; a watershed perspective.
Title main entry. Ed. by Wei Ji. (Integrative studies in water management and land development)
CRC / Taylor & Francis, ©2008 280 p. $99.95
Poyang Lake is the largest fresh water lake in China. The marshes, grasslands and alluvial flood plains in its watershed serve a wide diversity of plants and animals, particularly migratory birds, attracting scientists and scholars from around the world to study it and its conservation. Drawn
from those presented at a workshop held in June 2005 at Jiangxi Normal U. and also from other expert sources, these 21 papers report on water resource modeling and assessment at a wetland level, many using the lake as a case study. Topics include models for jurisdictional identification, expert system-based imagery, mapping of specific vegetation, spectral angle mapping, long-range supply and demand, reforestation, stream flow simulation and base flow separation, variations in nutrients and chemicals, erosion, and assessment of risk, human impact, and pollution. Includes a very interesting paper on a new method of wetland and landscape study based on sound.

GE149 978-92-807-2836-1
Global environmental outlook 4; environment for development.
Title main entry. United Nations Environment Programme
UN Environment Programme, ©2007 540 p. $80.00 (pa)
GEO-4 results from international cooperation: some 400 individual scientists and policymakers and some 50 GEO Collaborating Centres were among the participants. This is the 20th anniversary of the report by the World Commission on Environment and Development. It differs fundamentally from the previous report in 2002 in that the discussion is no longer whether climate change is occurring; the discussion is now about bringing 190 nations together to counter and cope with the changes. In an attractively designed format (color graphs & maps, sidebars, glossary & index included), a substantial amount of information for planners and advocates is presented with regard to state-and-trends data for 1987-2007, regional perspectives, human dimensions, the outlook (towards 2015 and beyond), and options for action.

GE197 2007-024091 978-1-59485-039-4
Wake up and smell the planet; the nonpompous, non preachy Grist guide to greening your day.
Title main entry. Ed. by Brangien Davis and Katharine Wroth.
Skipstone, ©2007 175 p. $14.95 (pa)
Based on the Grist website (www.grist.org), this compact guide to making environmentally-responsible choices on a daily basis is an irreverent complement to Al Gore’s PowerPoint approach. Davis (a writer/editor in Seattle) and Wroth (an environmental writer) discuss sustainable alternatives to everything from autos to dog, diaper, and electronic waste. Skipstone is an imprint of Mountaineers Books.

GE300 978-1-84564-088-0
Ecosystems and sustainable development VI; proceedings.
WIT Press, ©2007 563 p. $385.00
A September 2007 conference encouraged interdisciplinary communication between scientists, engineers, and professionals working in ecological systems and sustainable development. Papers from the conference describe research related to different aspects of ecosystems and sustainable development, including physical sciences and modeling. Material is grouped in 13 sections on ecosystem modeling, environmental management, mathematical and system modeling, environmental risk, natural resources management, sustainability indicators, ecological areas studies, energy and the environment, socio-economic factors, sustainable tourism, soil and agricultural issues, sustainable waste management, and water resources. There is no subject index. The US Office of WIT Press is Computational Mechanics.

GT2845 2007-032334 978-0-86547-690-5
The dirt on clean; an unsanitized history.
Ashenburg, Katherine.
North Point Press, ©2007 358 p. $24.00
The author of The Mourner's Dance: What We Do When People Die turns her attention to the history of bathing (or not), tracing notions of personal hygiene from well-bathed ancient Romans and unwashed saints to current fixations on dazzling teeth on the one hand, and on the other, the hygiene hypothesis that early exposure to germs protects against disease. Ashenburg entertainingly shows in text and images that cleanliness is a cultural construct. The book was originally published in 2007 by Alfred A. Knopf, Canada.
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https://jdc.jefferson.edu/scitechnews/vol62/iss2/13
Third World countries and the outsourcing of production to those countries mean that previous economic leaders, like the United States, are left with no actual products. One solution to this is to change the recent trend of funding only applied research and development and to begin investing in the experimental work that produced the technological breakthroughs of the past. He argues that the way business thinks of technology needs a radical reevaluation. The writing is accessible to the educated lay person. Tassey's work is timely and thought provoking.

HC110 2007-019982 978-1-933992-15-8
Exposed; the toxic chemistry of everyday products; who's at risk and what's at stake for American power.
Shapiro, Mark.
Chelsea Green Publ. Co., ©2007 216 p. $22.95
European Union countries have surged ahead of the U.S. in setting "greener" consumer product safety standards, and China may be next, asserts the editorial director of the Center for Investigative Reporting in San Francisco. Focusing on products including phthalate-containing plastics that may feminize boys and e-waste, Shapiro (coauthor, Circle of Poison: Pesticides and People in a Hungry World) explains the global politics and economics behind different market standards.

HC462 2007-007144 978-0-415-43331-0
Accelerating Japan's economic growth; resolving Japan's growth controversy.
Title main entry. Ed. by F. Gerard Adams et al. (Routledge studies in the growth economies of Asia; 74)
Routledge, ©2007 182 p. $150.00
Once considered unstoppable, Japan's economy is only recently emerging from the "lost era," a 15-year period of stagnation and deflation. Now with an aging population, high public debt and mature economy many say Japan cannot sustain the growth rates it enjoyed even 20 years ago. This collaborative work is based on studies conducted to ascertain Japan's potential for future growth. The articles describe the growth record in Japan and the challenges in economic growth, the influence of new technologies and globalization, information technology and productivity growth, information and communications technology, revisiting the Japanese industrial organization, conducting simulation studies, creating new politics, making new estimates and developing models of growth.

**PRODUCTION, INDUSTRY, COMMERCE**

HD30 2006-041797 0-8311-3275-2
Sustaining continuous innovation through problem solving.
Armstrong, Stephen C.
Industrial Press, ©2006 419 p. $49.95
Armstrong (chief executive officer of AMGI, an international strategic management consultancy) describes business techniques aimed at process management and problem solving to achieve continuous innovation. The core of the book presents a methodology of continuous innovation that includes researching customer needs, defining the "As-Is" enterprise process, developing measures, determining the improvement objectives and schedule, developing best practice for effective process improvement teamwork, formulating and evaluating solutions, documenting and implementing solutions, and continuous monitoring.

HD30 2007-035572 978-1-57387-309-3
Intranets for info pros.
Title main entry. Ed. by Mary Lee Kennedy and Jane Dysart.
Information Today, Inc., ©2007 286 p. $39.50 (pa)
A group of business and technology consultants considers the general function and implementation of internal knowledge and information-sharing environments enabled by an intranet. The 11 chapters explore governance roles, levels of collaboration, content management, a simplified writing style for online content, corporate portals, intranet search engines, and the information architecture discipline.

HD69 2007-027374 978-0-470-22682-7
The Wiley guide to project technology, supply chain, & procurement management.
Title main entry. Ed. by Peter W.G. Morris and Jeffery K. Pinto. (The Wiley guides to the management of projects)
John Wiley & Sons, ©2007 380 p. $50.00 (pa)
For managers and graduate students, Morris (civil engineering, UMIST, Manchester, UK) and Pinto (business, Pennsylvania State U., Erie) bring together 15 chapters that outline the supply chain and delivery cycle of a project, and technology management issues relating to modeling, design, and verification. They focus on the management of technical issues and the procurement of third party resources. Specific topics include requirements and verification, project design, concurrent engineering, process and product modeling, safety, health, and environmental...
issues, innovation, Integrated Logistics Support, and tender, configuration, contract, and change management. Chapter authors are academics, practitioners, and researchers, in different disciplines from construction to information technology, from the US and Europe.

HD9696 2007-022426 978-1-59904-135-3
Cost estimation techniques for web projects.
Mendes, Emilia.
IGI Publishing, ©2008 412 p. $99.95
Mendes (U. of Auckland, New Zealand) provides Web companies, and researchers and students in the areas of Web development, Web engineering, project management, and software engineering with the knowledge about Web effort and cost estimation that is necessary for successful Web project management. The step-by-step guidelines on how to use and compare several effort estimation techniques—stepwise regression, case-based reasoning, and classification and regression trees—may help companies improve their current effort estimation practices, and help researchers and students understand the process that needs to be carried out to estimate development effort. The text includes detailed chapters on principles of statistics and empirical studies to provide readers with additional knowledge useful for Web effort and cost estimation, and within the context of Web engineering.

CRIMINOLOGY

HV8079 2007-029431 978-0-8493-8328-1
Cyber forensics; a field manual for collecting, examining, and preserving evidence of computer crimes, 2d ed.
Title main entry. Ed. by Albert J. Marcella and Doug Menendez.
Auerbach Publications, ©2008 498 p. $69.95
In this update of the 2002 edition, veteran information technology auditors and management consultants offer advice on keeping up with cyber criminals who keep pace with technological advances. Marcella and Menendez cover the cyber forensic investigation process for corporate and personal securities areas. Appended material includes forensic resources, management assessment questions for preparedness to conduct investigations, a flowchart for the seizure of a personal digital assistant, best practices recommendations, principles for electronic document production, federal rules of civil procedure involving e-discovery amendments, and sample computer and cellular telephone search warrants. Distributed by Taylor & Francis.

LAW

K1519 2007-047185 978-0-7355-6266-0
Biotechnology and pharmaceutical patents; law and practice; 2v. (CD-ROM included)
Gross, Marc S. et al.
Wolters Kluwer, ©2008 -- p. $375.00
Biotechnology patent law and pharmaceutical law (referred to in this text as "BioPharma") are relatively new concepts, and there's a dearth of information on its practical aspects. This two-volume handbook (bound as 3-ring binders) fills the gap, presenting summaries of the law with a focus on practical advice and focus on the specific aspect or type of case the reader intends to research. Chapters are devoted to the novelty requirement, nonobviousness, formal standards of patentability, restriction and double patenting, definitions of inequitable conduct, how to write a BioPharma patent application, how and when to file it, identifying the inventors, and post-grant procedures, among other topics. An initial chapter describes specific examples of patentable subject matter, including living things. Vol.2 describes how to obtain or enforce BioPharma patents and their regulations in Canada, China, the EU, India, and Japan.

KF1890 2007-028030 978-0-470-22392-5
Lifecycle of a technology company; step-by-step legal background and practical guide from startup to sale.
Miller, Edward L.
John Wiley & Sons, ©2008 300 p. $90.00
When a technology company becomes "mature," should stakeholders switch off its lights? Attorney Miller thinks not, but does caution managers, corporate lawyers and entrepreneurs to take care of the firm responsibly at each of its life stages, ranging from the start-up phase. First financing of the venture, intellectual property protection, private placements, initial public offerings, public company regulation, mergers and acquisitions. Miller gives legal matters to consider at each, form the choice of entity and employment agreements of the start up to the basics of securities regulation and structuring considerations of mergers and acquisitions. The result is a handy and concise first reference for those going through the throes as well as a fine classroom text filled with examples and directions.
EDUCATION

LB1028 2007-024155 978-1-59904-865-9
Handbook of research on instructional systems and technology; 2v.
Title main entry. Ed. by Terry T. Kidd and Holim Song.
Information Science Reference, ©2008 1037 p. $495.00
Kidd (U. of Texas Health Science Center School of Public Health) and Song (Texas Southern U.) have edited 67 chapters on various aspects and case studies of instructional technology, with chapters on the design and implementation of a variety of systems for e-learning. The chapters report on the literature and actual programs in a clearly-organized, descriptive manner, with an abstract, list of references, and list of key words and their definitions attached. Some of the chapter topics include technology use in an online MBA program, teaching Shakespeare online, achieving classroom excellence in a virtual classroom, and issues of WebQuest development. The contributors teach curriculum and instruction, educational technology, mathematics, and related topics at universities and libraries worldwide; some are graduate students.

SCIENCE (GENERAL)

Q125 2007-280568 978-1-55111-770-6
A history of science in society; a reader.
Title main entry. Ed. by Andrew Ede and Lesley B. Cormack.
Broadview Press, ©2007 470 p. $49.95 (pa)
Over 90 readings, most short excerpts from longer works, provide a broad range of perspectives on the role and place of science in society. They are arranged chronologically beginning with the pre-Socratic origins of natural philosophy and progressing to the late 20th century. The anthology could be used in courses on the history or philosophy of science.

Q141 2007-031384 978-0-684-31320-7
New dictionary of scientific biography; 8v.
Title main entry. Ed. by Noretta Koertge.
Gale, ©2008 4400 p. $995.00
★★★★ A notable event: under the auspices of the American Council of Learned Societies, Scribners published the DSB in 16 volumes between 1970 and 1980; it was reprinted in 1981 in eight volumes. The New DSB must be thought of as a supplement to the original at least in its electronic form; the Complete Dictionary of Scientific Biography comprises the entire original together with the very considerable new material that is unique to this set. The new work carries 800 new articles including 500 dealing with the lives and work of subjects deceased since 1980, as well as 75 on scientists missed in the original including those whose work has subsequently been recognized for its enduring contribution. The electronic set offers postscripts to 225 articles in DSB; its isbn is (978-0-684-31559-1), and it is priced by number of users (query 800-877-4253). The DSB is held by some 2,300 OCLC libraries and is distinguished by respectful inclusion in the, also new, Resources for College Libraries, Books for College Libraries, 3d ed., Walford's, Guide to Reference Books, and Public Library Catalog—an international supernova that must be in any collection aspiring to excellence in the sciences.

Q141 2007-023966 978-0-8160-6695-7
A to Z of women in science and math, rev. ed.
Yount, Lisa. (A to Z of women)
Facts On File, Inc., ©2008 368 p. $60.00
This reference contains profiles of 195 women who have contributed to math and science, including chemists, astronomers, environmental scientists, geologists, and others. Women were chosen based on the importance of their contribution, their fame, and to present a diverse group. Examples are Rachel Carson, Jane Goodall, Hildegarde of Bingen, Marie Curie, and Margaret Mead. New profiles in this edition include Fan Rong Kung Chung, Temple Grandin, Reatha Belle Clark King, Vandana Shiva, Maxine Singer, Maxine Tharp, Nalini M. Nadkarni, Adriana C. Ocampo, Sherry Turkle, and Florence Muringi Wambugu. The bibliography has also been updated. The intended audience is readers in high school and older interested in women's studies, science, and math. Yount is a writer and editor of many books.

Q190 2007-011628 978-0-415-38381-3
Science images and popular images of the sciences.
Title main entry. Ed. by Bernd Hüppauf and Peter Weingart. (Routledge studies in science, technology and society; 8)
Routledge, ©2008 333 p. $120.00
Presented in earlier form at a conference held in November, 2003 at New York University called "Images of Science and the Scientist in Visual Media", the 15 articles of this collection address aspects of the representation of science in various media, especially in film (with five articles). Topics include the role of images in science and mathematics, the historiography of science images presented to the public, image science, and science in clipart cartoons and internet photos. Many of the contributors are art
historians, others teach communication, history of technology and science, linguistics, and hard sciences at universities in Europe and the U.S.

Q336 2007-024492 978-1-59140-646-4
Biologically inspired artificial intelligence for computer games.
Title main entry. Ed. by Darryl Charles et al. Medical Information Science Reference, ©2008 262 p. $99.95
Computer games are often played by a human player against an artificial intelligence software entity. Charles (University of Ulster, Ireland) reviews several strands of modern artificial intelligence relevant to creating games that respond as a human player would as he or she learns to play a game. Areas explored include supervised and unsupervised artificial neural networks, evolutionary algorithms, artificial immune systems, and swarms. Case studies demonstrate how each method can be applied to computer games. The book will be of interest to the academic research community working with advanced artificial intelligence, and to the games programming community. Medical Information Science Reference is an imprint of IGI.

MATH, COMPUTERS

QA76 2007-022234 978-1-59904-762-1
Intellectual property protection for multimedia information technology.
This collection of 21 articles considers the needs of scholars, managers, researchers and lawyers as well as social issues, giving theoretical and practical frameworks, solutions to social issues and surveys. Subjects include digital library protection through patented retrieval processes, intellectual property rights from theory to practical implementation, encryption technology, the effectiveness of masking models and watermarking, a novel approach to damageless watermark extraction, perceptual data hiding in still images, regulation of abuse of personal data, challenge-response mechanisms, combinations of security technologies, device-driven computers, open content licenses as creators of communities, e-commercial and digital libraries, intellectual property protection and standardization, using patent data for evaluation of standard-setting organizations, "submarine" patents, legal protection of the web page as a database, steganography and steganalysis, intellectual property protection in multimedia grids, and secure image archiving.

QA76.59 2007-024493 978-1-59904-871-0
Handbook of research on user interface design and evaluation for mobile technology; 2v.
Title main entry. Ed. by Joanna Lumsden. Information Science Reference, ©2008 1132 p. $495.00
In this two-volume set, Lumsden (National Research Council of Canada, Institute for Information Technology—e-Business) collects 64 research papers addressing the complex issues surrounding the design and evaluation of mobile device user interfaces, which includes physical environment, social context, and the multi-tasking behaviors of users. The papers are organized into sections on user interface design for mobile technologies, novel interaction techniques for mobile technologies, assistive mobile technologies, evaluation techniques for mobile technologies, and case studies. Examples of specific topics include one-handed use of mobile devices, human factors problems of wearable computers, collaborative learning in a mobile technology supported classroom, tools for rapidly prototyping mobile interactions, improving stroke-based input of Chinese characters, unobtrusive movement interaction for mobile devices, designing mobile applications to support mental health interventions, mobile design for older adults, trends in adaptive interface design for smart wheelchairs, cognitive models as usability testing tools, theory and application of the privacy regulation model, mobile evaluations in a lab environment, visualization of meeting records on mobile devices, and evaluating learner satisfaction in a multiplatform e-learning system.

QA76.76 2007-273943 0-596-52740-3
Dynamic HTML; the definitive reference, 3d ed.
The five primary chapters in this reference define tags, attributes, objects, properties, methods, and events for HTML, XHTML, CSS, DOM, and core JavaScript. Cross-references index HTML attributes, DOM properties, DOM methods, and DOM events, and appendices list character entities, editable content commands, and DTD support. The third edition covers Ajax, DOM Level 3, and Web Forms 2.0.
Building an intelligent Web; theory and practice. (CD-ROM included)
Akerkar, Rajendra and Pawan Lingras.
Jones & Bartlett, ©2008 326 p. $93.95
This graduate textbook applies data mining techniques to extract implicit and unknown information from the massive collection of documents available on the web, and suggests alternative approaches to analyzing web site usage, content, and topology. The CD-ROM contains public domain software package links and datasets for practicing data mining, web mining, and information retrieval tasks.

Access 2007 for starters; the missing manual.
MacDonald, Matthew. (The missing manual)
Assuming no previous experience, this guide walks through the process of opening a new Access database, adding tables to store information, sorting and filtering data, setting validation rules, and linking tables together. The second half of the book discusses the different types of queries, reports, forms, and export operations.

Data mining; proceedings.
IEEE International Conference on Data Mining (7th: 2007: Omaha, NE) Ed. by Naren Ramakrishnan et al.
Computer Society Press, ©2007 771 p. $312.00 (pa)
An October 2007 conference featured tutorials on practical relational data community generation, mining for software reliability, cluster detection in moderate-to-high dimensional data, and methods and applications of contrast data mining. Regular and short papers from the conference are collected here. Some topics explored include cross-mining binary and numerical attributes, using burstiness to improve clustering of topics in news streams, and training conditional random fields by periodic step size adaptation for large-scale text mining. Other subjects include finding cohesive clusters for analyzing knowledge communities, sample detection for maximal diversity, local probabilistic models for link prediction, language-independent set expansion of named entities using the Web, and incorporating user provided constraints into document clustering. There is no subject index.

End user computing challenges and technologies; emerging tools and applications.
Title main entry. Ed. by Steve Clarke. (Advances in end user computing series)
Information Science Reference, ©2008 332 p. $180.00
The desires of end users should be the most important factors in the design process, and this collection of 16 papers describes how developers determine and used those needs to create models in training and products. Subjects include ethical behavior models, users' privacy and perceptions of risk online, multi-level computer self-efficacy and its effect on computer training, return on investment in enterprise architecture, technology acceptance models in researching biometric devices, integrative models for intentions to use information technology,
organization of user development, benefits and risks of user web development, meta-design in user development, semantic composition in web portal components, privacy statements in web interactions, third-party credibility in e-retailing, group leaders and communications modes in group performance, group differences in gender, technology acceptance models for older consumers, and ergonomics as a fact or a fad.

QA76.9  2007-023451  978-1-59904-645-7  
**Successes and new directions in data mining.**  
Title main entry. Ed. by Florent Messeglia et al.  
$180.00  
This work looks at theoretical frameworks, challenges, and potential and existing solutions concerning knowledge extraction, with emphasis on real-world applications. Fuzzy set theory, clustering algorithms, semi-supervised clustering, modeling and managing data mining patterns, and sequence mining are some of the areas explored. Specific topics covered include mined patterns for XML query answering, deterministic motif mining in protein databases, data mining and knowledge discovery in metabolomics, handling local patterns in collaborative structuring, and pattern mining and clustering on image databases. The book will be useful as a reference for researchers, practitioners, and students in fields related to data mining and data warehousing. Messeglia is affiliated with Project AxIS-INRIA, France.

QA76.9  2007-037720  978-1-59904-960-1  
**Data mining and knowledge discovery technologies.**  
Title main entry. Ed. by David Taniar.  (Advances in data warehousing and mining; v.2, 2007)  
*IGI Publishing,*  ©2008  369 p.  $99.95  
The first four chapters in this collection propose association rules for multidimensional data, XML data, web data, and interestingness measures. The next six articles explore fuzzy clustering algorithms, a radial basis function kernel fork-means clustering, privacy issues in kNN classification, the discovery of actionable knowledge, and model free data mining. The final four chapters apply data mining to business problems, bioinformatics, social sciences, and learning.

QA154  2007-939902  978-0-495-55403-5  
**College algebra, 7th ed.**  
Kaufmann, Jerome E. and Karen L. Schwitters.  
$140.95  
★★★★ This text is for students who need a college algebra course as a prerequisite for the calculus sequence or for the finite math/calculus sequence, or that satisfies a liberal arts requirement. Four major ideas unify the text: solving equations and inequalities, solving problems, developing graphics techniques, and developing and using the concept of a function. The text presents basic concepts of algebra in a straightforward way, and uses examples drawn from real-world situations that students can identify with. New features in this seventh edition include chapter objectives, concept quizzes, and worked examples, plus new problems. Chapter 10 of the previous edition has been removed because most of the topics covered in it are typically taught in a liberal arts math course and not in College Algebra. The text has been cited in *Resources for College Libraries.* The authors are affiliated with Seminole Community College.

QA188  2007-024691  978-0-471-74869-4  
**A matrix handbook for statisticians.**  
Seber, George A.F.  
*Wiley-Interscience,*  ©2008  559 p.  $110.00  
Seber (statistics emeritus, U. of Auckland) takes a topical rather than mathematical development approach and includes many references to the theory behind the methods and applications of the methods. Seber covers vectors, vector spaces, convexity, rank matrix functions (inverse, transpose, trace, determinant and norm), related matrices (including complex and Hermitian), eigenvalues, eigenvectors, singular values, generalized inverses, special matrices, non-negative vectors and matrices, positive definite and non-negative definite matrices, special products and operators, inequalities, linear equations, partitioned matrices, patterned matrices, factorization of matrices, differentiation, Jacobians, matrix limits (including sequences and series), random vectors and matrices, inequalities for probabilities and random variables, majorization, optimization and matrix approximation. Each chapter includes a definition followed by a list of results, a short list of references related topics in the volume, one or more references to proofs, and references to applications. The result is a well-balanced text that also serves as a professional reference.
et al.: Full Issue: vol. 62, no. 2

Probability and statistical inference, 2d ed.
This text for advanced undergraduate and graduate-level courses in probability and statistical inference introduces key probability and statistical concepts through non-trivial, real-world examples and promotes the development of intuition rather than simple application. Readers are encouraged to recognize and understand the "why," not just the "how," behind the concepts, theorems, and methods of statistics. This second edition features coverage of recent advancements in computer-intensive methods, such as bootstrap and permutation tests and bootstrap confidence intervals. It includes a new chapter on random samples, and treatment of survival and hazard function, methods of obtaining estimators, and Bayes estimating. Bartoszynski taught statistics at The Ohio State University. Niewiadomska-Bugaj teaches statistics at Western Michigan University.

Design and analysis of experiments, 2d ed.; v.1: Introduction to experimental design.
Hinkelmann, Klaus and Oscar Kempthorne. (Wiley series in probability and statistics) Wiley-Interscience, ©2008 631 p. $120.00
The second edition of this textbook and reference continues the aims of the 1st, with a focus on the basic ideas and principles of experimental design, with the ultimate goal being a thorough foundation for the more theoretical principles found in v.2, Advanced experimental design (sold separately). New to the 2d ed. is a greater emphasis on the practical aspects involved in putting together an experiment. The sections on blocking have been expanded, and the discussion of repeated measures is now expanded to its own chapter. Numerical examples using SAS have been added to most chapters. Hinkelmann is emeritus in statistics at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State U.; Kempthorne (d.2000) was formerly emeritus at Iowa State U.

Extrasolar planets; formation, detection and dynamics.
Title main entry. Ed. by Rudolf Dvorak. Wiley-vCH, ©2008 87 p. 135.00 (pa)
Dvorak (Institute of Astronomy in Vienna, Austria) presents 11 review papers describing recent research in the detection and analysis of extrasolar planets (planets orbiting stars other than the sun). Topics addressed by the papers include planetary masses and orbital parameters from radial velocity measurements, terrestrial planets in extrasolar planetary systems, mission requirements in the search for extrasolar planets, possible detection of biomarkers indicating the presence of life on extrasolar planets, the formation of resonant planetary systems, impact of stellar activity on the evolution of planetary atmospheres and habitability, dynamics of the extrasolar planetary, planets in double stars, the transit method of extrasolar planet detection and analysis, US programs and space missions for extrasolar planet research, and habitable zones in extrasolar planetary systems.

Physics
QC16 2007-028443 0-9747077-7-5
Uncle Phil and the atomic bomb.
While most of us know about the Manhattan Project, few can recall efforts by the US Navy at the Naval Research Laboratory in Washington DC in its support. Led by the very young Philip (hence "Uncle Phil") Abelson, the lab developed the liquid thermal diffusion process for separating fissionable from nonfissionable uranium. This was only the first of Abelson's accomplishments. In a very effective combination of family oral history, memories and private papers, John Abelson (biology emeritus, California Institute of Technology), nephew of Philip, closely tracks his uncle's work on the atom bomb and nuclear submarines, his academic career and his decades-long editorship of Science magazine. The result is a portrait of a dedicated scientist with a passion for the truth and the ability to be at the right place at the right time with the right skills. The younger Abelson provides a wealth of archival and family photographs.

Physics for scientists and engineers; a strategic approach, with modern physics, 2d ed.
Knight, Randall D. Addison-Wesley, ©2008 1418 p. $176.00
Knight (California Polytechnic State University) establishes the basic language and concepts of motion, presents four applications of classical mechanics, extends the ideas of particles and energy to systems of liquids.

ASTRONOMY
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and gases, and explains the behavior of waves, optics, electricity, magnets, and atoms. The second edition adds a chapter on cameras, microscopes, telescopes, and vision.

QC24  2007-034554  978-1-59102-590-0
The joy of physics.
Wiggins, Arthur W.
Wiggins taught physics and other science courses at the college level for 35 years, and also co-authored both serious and silly books. Here he introduces fundamental concepts without relying on the language of mathematics. Instead he uses examples, analogies, and simple experiments, assuming readers to be responsible enough to conduct themselves safely, to be in possession of general knowledge about modern civilization, and to be able to acquire such equipment as a yo-yo and a shake-up flashlight.

QC176  2007-021734  978-1-84821-007-3
An introduction to nanosciences and nanotechnology.
Nouailhat, Alain.
ISTE Ltd., ©2008  206 p.  $95.00
Nouailhat (director of research, CNRS, Paris) prepares novices in the nanoworld, including those involved in quantum physics, molecular biology and electronics with a basic understanding of nanoscience and also describes applications of that science to fields of study such as materials, energy, devices, data management and life sciences. Nouailhat covers the basic facts from wave-corpuscle duality and probability in the quantum world to the work of electrons and photons, the functionality of matter at the molecule level, quantum boxes, observing with photons and electrons, and applications such as nuclear magnetic resonance. He shows how software and hardware work together in the nanoworld, and how proteins and other elements of the living world respond. He describes new and upcoming applications and provides materials on policies and ethics guidelines for development.

QC773  2007-022927  978-0-941232-02-9
Inside box 1663, 2d ed.
Jette, Eleanor.
Los Alamos Historical Society, ©2007  253 p.  $29.00 (pa)
Post Office Box 1663 was the address for all of the scientists working in secret on the atomic bomb in the first years of the program. The author of this memoir was the wife of one of those scientists and she here shares her perspective on the personalities of the Los Alamos program in its infancy and the somewhat surreal life they lived as part of a secret government weapons program.

CHEMISTRY

QD5  978-3-527-31293-1
Japanese—English chemical dictionary; including a guide to Japanese patents and scientific literature.
Title main entry. Ed. by Markus Gewehr.
Wiley-VCH, ©2008  662 p.  $215.00
Intended for researchers, patent attorneys working with Japanese patent applications, and translators working in the field of chemistry, this reference work is primarily a dictionary of Japanese scientific terminology and includes more than 15,000 entries. The dictionary is arranged to facilitate finding specific entries and translation for non-native Japanese speaking users. Entries include pronunciation in addition to translation. A general section offers an overview of the Japanese language, basic grammar principles, and characteristics of punctuation and other elements of the language for readers with limited knowledge of the language. It also discusses the mechanics of Japanese writing, scientific documents, and details of the Japanese patent process.

QD47  2007-927596  978-0-309-10533-0
The future of U.S. chemistry research; benchmarks and challenges.
Title main entry. Ed. by Committee on Benchmarking the Research Competitiveness of the United States in Chemistry et al.
National Academies Press, ©2007  149 p.  $47.00 (pa)
The research, analysis, and conclusions of this report were carried out by the members of the Committee on Benchmarking the Research Competitiveness of the United States in Chemistry and the Board on Chemical Science and Technology. Made up of chemists in academe and industry in the U.S., with two members in Switzerland and Belgium, both groups undertook an international benchmarking exercise to determine the standing of the U.S. performance in chemistry and to forecast future trends. Their report details the main characteristics of U.S. chemistry research; America's current leadership position in research in terms of journal article contributions, citations, and awards; and the key factors that influence leadership, including innovation and funding. Perhaps most important are the conclusions of the benchmarking study, which are not optimistic for America's continued leadership in the field. The volume includes several appendices, but no index.
Handbook of near infrared analysis, 3d ed.
Title main entry. Ed. by Donald A. Burns and Emil W. Ciurczak. (Practical spectroscopy; 35) CRC Press, ©2008 808 p. $229.95
This work explains how to use near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopy to perform analyses across a spectrum of disciplines. Following an introduction and background material, there is a general section on instrumentation and calibration. This is followed by a section on methods and development, and material on applications of NIR. This third edition contains new chapters on diffuse reflection theories, the calibration and validation of process sensors, and the NIR spectra of gases. New chapters highlight novel applications in the analysis of agro-forestry products, polymers, blood, nutraceuticals, and control serum. Non-traditional applications, such as counterfeit detection, are also discussed. There are new color images of NIR spectra, with a total of 400 b&w illustrations and photos. The book is intended for practicing chemists and spectroscopists in analytical, polymer, baking, petrochemical, beverage, pharmaceutical, and textile chemistry who are responsible for methods development and routine analyses. Burns is retired from Los Alamos Laboratory. Ciurczak works in the private sector.

Reactions and syntheses; in the organic chemistry laboratory, 2d ed.
Title main entry. Tietze, Lutz F. et al. Wiley-VCH, ©2007 582 p. $95.00 (pa)
Tietze (organic and biocatalytic chemistry, Georg-August University, Germany) presents a broad spectrum of modern synthetic methods in organic chemistry, encompassing transition metal catalyzed, biochemical, and enantiodifferentiation reactions, as well as total synthesis of natural products, pharmaceuticals, and agrochemicals. Experimental procedures are accompanied by retrosynthetic analyses, mechanical discussions, and general information about the compounds described. Procedures are in sections on C-C bond formation, oxidation and reduction, heterocyclic compounds, and selected natural products. For this third edition, general information, such as safety, performance of chemical reactions, and instrumentation and apparatus, has been omitted, and methods for the formation and transformation of basic functional groups in organic compounds are not described. These deletions leave more room to describe advanced synthetic methods, to include mechanistic aspects, and to incorporate total syntheses and retrosynthetic analyses. The book will be valuable for students and lecturers in chemistry, and for chemists in industry.

Modern alkaloids; structure, isolation, synthesis and biology.
This book presents important aspects of modern alkaloid chemistry. Initially, the book concentrates on the structure and biology of bioactive alkaloids, then goes on to analyze new trends in alkaloid isolation and structure elucidation, and finally discusses the synthesis and biosynthesis of alkaloids. Section I describes the structures and biological activities of selected classes of terrestrial, marine, and neurotoxic alkaloids. Section II gives an account of modern techniques used for the detection and structural elucidation of alkaloids. Section III is divided into two parts on different methods for alkaloid synthesis and accounts of modern biosynthetic studies. The book will be useful as a reference for biochemists, organic and medicinal chemists, natural product chemists, pharmacologists, and those working in the pharmaceutical industry. Fattorusso and Scafati are both professors of organic chemistry at University of Naples "Federico II," Italy.
Amino group chemistry; from synthesis to the life sciences.
Title main entry. Ed. by Alfredo Ricci.
Wiley-VCH, ©2008 394 p. $190.00
Building on the 2000 book Modern Amination Methods, also edited by Ricci for Wiley-VCH, this text focuses not only on the C-N bond forming methodologies, but also on the role played by the amino function in those processes most closely related to the life sciences. Nine contributions by 16 international academics and researchers provide chemists with information about applications, detailing complex syntheses using the amino group as templates and modern techniques focusing on the introduction of the amino group. Coverage includes simple molecules highly efficient ammination; catalytic C-H ammination using nitrenes; nitroalkenes as aminations tools; isocyanide-based multicomponent reactions as diverse amination tools; direct catalytic asymmetric Mannich reaction and surroundings; amino-based building blocks for the construction of biomolecules; aminated sugars, synthesis and biological activity; selective/N-derivatization of aminoglycosides en route to new antibiotics and antivirals; and evolution of transition metal catalyzed amination reaction.

Cell-free protein expression.
Title main entry. Ed. by Wieslaw A. Kudlicki et al. (Biotechnology intelligence unit)
Landes Bioscience, ©2007 224 p. $149.00
Researchers mostly from corporate laboratories describe procedures and findings that mostly further the development of new products to increase corporate profit. Thus closes the circle. Their topics include insect-based cell-free protein expression, energetics in systems based on Escherichia coli, producing and characterizing membrane proteins, screening and protein immobilization using protein microarrays, and accelerated protein evolution using ribosome display.

Vitamin D handbook; structures, synonyms, and properties.
Title main entry. Ed. by G.W.A. Milne and M. Delander.
Wiley-Interscience, ©2008 274 p. $115.00
Researchers are finding that vitamin D plays a significant role in cellular phenomena beyond bone health. To further that research, Milne (a former senior researcher, National Institutes of Health) and Delander (a biotechnology consultant/MDs Research Library) have compiled a dictionary of the chemical names, synonyms, structures, and properties of some 1,000 vitamin D derivatives on which there are published but incomplete chemical and biochemical data in a growing database. Entries include Chemical Abstract Service (CAS) registry numbers, and are arranged by increasing molecular formula from 115H10O5 to 690H93O5. Indexing is by CAS registry number, vitamin D name, and synonym.
MICROBIOLOGY

QR115 2007-016819 978-1-55581-461-8
Microbial risk analysis of foods.
Title main entry. Ed. by Donald W. Schaffner. (Emerging issues in food safety)
ASM Press, ©2008 270 p. $99.95
Analyzing risk from microbes in food is a growing industry partly because there is new computer technology waiting to be sold, and partly because, with the triumph of corporate globalization, food could be carrying microbes from anywhere in the world. Contributors from the US Food and Drug Administration and from universities and other agencies in North America and Europe, consider theories, approaches, methodologies, basic science, and one case study.

QR201 2007-004638 978-1-58829-518-7
Foodborne diseases.
Title main entry. Ed. by Shabbir Simjee. (Infectious disease)
Humana Press Inc., ©2007 540 p. $149.00
This collection of monographs offers a broad overview of the microbiological pathogens and toxins associated with foodborne illness. It also discusses pathogenicity, clinical epidemiology, diagnosis, and treatment. Chapters also address alternatives to antibiotics, risk assessment, irradiation and other sanitation procedures, and molecular techniques for detecting pathogens. The final chapter addresses future directions in food safety from the perspective of the interrelationship between food safety and public and animal health, municipal water quality, industrial processes, and other issues. The reference work is intended for infectious disease specialists, microbiologists, and food safety scientists in industrial and research settings.

INTERNAL MEDICINE

RC200 2007-013008 978-0-07-141748-8
Sexually transmitted diseases, 4th ed.
Title main entry. Ed. by King K. Holmes et al.
McGraw-Hill, ©2008 2166 p. $249.00
The third edition (1999) was designated in Brandon-Hill as both its "minimum core list" and "suggested for initial purchase" as essential to most medical libraries. The massive fourth edition of this reference updates the earlier versions with new treatment of topics in all areas, including socioeconomic impact and epidemiology, vulnerable populations, overview of STD care management, management of HIV infection, and the appendices on drug interaction and treatment guidelines. The volume contains a total of 108 chapters divided into 16 sections that address the history, social and psychological aspects, host immunity and molecular pathogenesis, sexually transmitted viral and bacterial pathogens, issues in reproductive health and pediatrics, and prevention and control. The international team of contributors to the edition includes 119 new authors and 3 new editors. The new edition now has an online version and color illustrations.

TOXICOLOGY

RA1270 2006-925688 1-58883-088-8
Nanotoxicology: interactions of nanomaterials with biological systems.
Title main entry. Ed. by Yuliang Zhao and Hari Singh Nanwa. (Nanotechnology book series)
American Scientific Publishers, ©2007 300 p. $399.00
Zhao (The Chinese Academy of Sciences) and Nanwa (Journal of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology) collect 16 state-of-the-art review chapters on the risks and implications of exposure to nanomaterials, especially potential dangers of nanoparticles to human health and safety and the environment. The book summarizes the toxicological effects of and biological properties (in vitro and in vivo) of a wide variety of man-made nanostructured materials, including metallic nanoparticles, metal oxide nanoparticles, dendrimers, quantum dots, and nanomedicines. In addition to covering the toxicological aspects of recognition, identification, and quantification of hazards of human exposure to various types of nanomaterials during manufacturing and application, the book also outlines possible medical and therapeutic benefits of nanomaterials for clinical diagnosis, drug delivery, disease treatment, and physiological and immunological mechanisms. The audience for the book includes those working in the fields of nanoscience and nanotechnology, biology, toxicology, chemistry, medicine sciences, public health, and standardization of nanotechnology. The book will also be of interest to policymakers developing regulatory frameworks in government departments and nanotechnology industries.
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Published by Jefferson Digital Commons, 2008
volumes include 115 chapters organized into 17 sections covering the history and current global status of cardiovascular disease; foundations of cardiovascular medicine; evaluation of the patient; heart failure; cardiomyopathy and specific heart muscle diseases; rhythm and conduction disorders; syncope, sudden death, and cardiopulmonary resuscitation; coronary heart disease; systemic arterial hypertension; cardiopulmonary disease; valvular heart disease; congenital heart disease; pericardial diseases and endocarditis; anesthesia, surgery, and the heart; miscellaneous conditions and cardiovascular disease; diseases of the great vessels and peripheral vessels; and social issues and cardiovascular disease. For this new edition, international perspective has been added in the form of many more contributors from Europe. Other changes include the division of the chapter on hypertension into separate and more detailed treatments of epidemiology, pathophysiology, and diagnosis and treatment; extensive revisions of the material dealing with the human genome, cardiovascular practice guidelines, and imaging technology for assessing coronary and noncoronary atherosclerosis disease and plaque characterization; new material on American and European clinical practice guidelines; and updated references. The text is extensively illustrated. Cited in Brandon-Hill as one of the handful of indispensable medical classics.

TECHNOLOGY (GENERAL)

The best of technology writing 2007.
Title main entry. Ed. by Steven Levy.
U. of Michigan Press, ©2007 375 p. $17.95 (pa)
Newsweek editor and tech writer Levy brings together a collection of essays, all previously published in magazines as disparate as Atlantic Monthly and Daringfireball.net. Rather than explaining what to do when the computer freezes or how to program a Blackberry, the essays are more about how people use technology. The styles range from journalistic to narrative. Some tell insiders’ stories about dot.com companies. Others relate the frustrations that come with life on the Internet. Most are light in tone, assuring the reader that geeks have the same problems as the rest of us.

T55 2007-020689 978-0-8247-5040-4
Safety management; a guide for facility managers, 2d ed.
Gustin, Joseph F.
CRC / Taylor & Francis, ©2007 298 p. $99.95
Gustin, a regulatory compliance consultant, offers an accessible guide to the world of safety planning and compliance, OSHA inspections, workplace violence, ergonomics, and other related areas. This second edition provides updated statistics, a cross-comparison of old and new OSHA standards, an update on employer compliance requirements to ADA, discussion of new ergonomics standards, and explanations of recent revisions to OSHA workplace inspection and investigation procedures and record-keeping rules. Appendices provide a 45-page directory of sources, an OSHA chronology, and 23 pages of checklists. The book will be used by facility managers, safety compliance officers, risk managers, human resources managers, and supervisors.

T56 2007-002014 978-0-566-08805-6
The essentials of project management, 3d ed.
Lock, Dennis.
Gower Publishing, ©2007 204 p. $34.95 (pa)
Lock boils down the concepts from his larger volume Project Management from 2007, summarizing the key principles and techniques of project management, from defining the task and estimating costs to implementing the plan and managing changes. The ninth edition of that text has been rewritten and reorganized to follow the life cycle of a typical project, with this volume following the changes. It has a larger format and new topics, including cash flow management and project closure, has a chapter on risk management, and omits the gantry project. The book is meant for those new to the field, or business school students. Lock is a freelance writer who specializes in project management. Distributed by Ashgate.

T57 2007-019976 978-0-8493-9721-9
Operations research and management science handbook.
Title main entry. Ed. by A. Ravi Ravindran. (Operations research series)
CRC / Taylor & Francis, ©2008 -- p. $129.95
Business and manufacturing today require sophisticated techniques to stay competitive. The handbook provides a number of models for various aspects of operations and management. Ravindran (industrial and management engineering, the Pennsylvania State University)
has assembled highly technical articles on every aspect of business. The first section covers the creation of models for different situations. It includes among other things, linear and non-linear algorithmic programming, inventory management and using stochastic models to predict the likelihood of several possible outcomes. The second half of the book provides practical applications of these models in product management, quality control, reliability, production systems, energy systems, airline optimization, financial engineering, chain management, e-commerce, water resources and the military. The conclusion discusses possible future applications, the impact of the internet and emerging opportunities. To fully appreciate this work a knowledge of metaheuristics and linear algebra would be helpful.

T58 2007-023446 978-1-59904-561-0
Standardization research in information technology; new perspectives.
Title main entry. Ed. by Kai Jakobs.
Information Science Reference, ©2008 283 p. $180.00
Jakobs (Aachen University) amasses cutting-edge research on the application of information technology standards in the marketplace, covering topics such as corporate standardization, linguistic qualities of international standards, the role of individuals in standardization, and the development, use, application, and influence of information technology in standardization techniques. The first section, on setting standards, covers international and corporate standardization, and the second section provides insight into some general characteristics of standards and the underlying standards-setting process. Section III, on diffusion and adoption of standards, looks at scope and timing of deployment, standards for business component markets, and a diffusion model for communication standards in supply networks. Section IV offers IS perspectives, and the final section, on cases and projects, looks at aspects relating to applications of standards in the market, with chapters on market response to ISO 9000 certification of software engineering processes, and Microsoft and Linux in China.

T58 2007-039616 978-1-59904-941-0
Intelligent information technologies; concepts, methodologies, tools and applications; 4v.
Title main entry. Ed. by Vijayan Sugumaran.
Information Science Reference, ©2008 2396 p. $1,550.00
Sugumaran (Oakland U.) presents a four-volume reference that is intended to provide a foundational body of research for those working in the field of intelligent information technologies, which include agent-based technologies, sensor applications, emergent behavior, and neural networks. All told, the volumes collects 139 chapters, beginning with surveys of fundamental concepts and theories that include coverage of multimodal interaction techniques and applications, multi-agent systems and the generation of diversity, hierarchical classification with applications in bioinformatics, artificial neural networks, and genetic programming. A section on development and design methodologies follows that includes chapters on clustering analysis and algorithms, trust models for ubiquitous mobile systems, machine learning for agents and multi-agent systems, and fuzzy logic usage in emotion communication of human machine interaction, among other topics. Attention shifts to tools and technologies in chapters that examine such topics as user agent architecture and e-learning in health care and social care, genomic databanks for biomedical informatics, artificially intelligent learning games, self-organizing impact sensing networks in robust aerospace vehicles, and stochastic optimization algorithms. Utilization and application is the title of the fourth section, which includes such topics as decision support systems and their application in construction, virtual reality simulation in human applied kinetics and ergo physiology, application of swarm intelligence to collective robots, and application of fuzzy logic to fraud detection. Organization and social implications are examined in chapters covering interdisciplinarity in artificial cognition research, social coordination with architecture for ubiquitous agents, virtual communities and the alignment of web ontologies, and modeling malaria with multi-agent systems, followed by a section on managerial impacts describing business applications. The final two sections discuss critical issues—mind/body problems, memory and emotion in cognitive architecture, ethics of workplace surveillance, etc.—and emerging trends.
Intelligent information technologies and applications.
Title main entry. Ed. by Vijayan Sugumaran.
IGI Publishing, ©2008 327 p. $99.95
Intelligent agents are software entities that perform a set of tasks with some degree of autonomy. Presented by Sugumaran (Oakland U.), the 14 chapters contained in this volume explore agent-based applications in the domains e-learning, online auctions, Web services, and semantic technologies. Examples of specific topics include securing infrastructure for service-based e-learning environments, assisting learners to dynamically adjust learning processes by software agents, combating information overload by means of information customization services, implementing seller agents in multiple online auctions, the importance of interface agent characteristics from end-user perspectives, multiagent systems and Web services in enterprise environments, a service discovery model for mobile agent-based distributed data mining, integration of management of quality of Web services in service oriented architecture, and using semantic web concepts to retrieve specific domain information for the Web.

Microsoft Office PowerPoint 2007 complete makeover kit. (CD-ROM included)
Bajaj, Geetesh and Echo Swinford.
Que Publishing, ©2008 241 p. $29.99 (pa)
In this book/CD-ROM kit, PowerPoint trainers and consultants Bajaj and Swinford give step-by-step instructions for creating great PowerPoint presentations. They walk readers through eight "makeovers," including corporate, school, personal, and trade show presentations, with screen shots and results for each step of the process illustrated in color. The CD-ROM contains all of the book's sample presentations, plus files needed for doing the makeovers, along with royalty-free pictures, music tracks, and templates. The only prerequisite for using the book is a basic user's understanding of Microsoft Windows and Office.

ENGINEERING (GENERAL, CIVIL)

Logistics engineering handbook.
Title main entry. Ed. by G. Don Taylor.
CRC / Taylor & Francis, ©2008 -- p. $129.95
This collection of 30 articles, all with a unique engineering focus, provide a rigorous mathematical treatment while focusing on the practical rather than the analytical. Covering both traditional and up-to-the-minute topics and techniques, the contributors open with an historical perspective, the economic impact of logistics, the logistics engineering toolkit, metrics and the idea of logistics as an integrating system's function. Articles on logistics activities include such topics as customer service, purchasing and sourcing, demand forecasting (using an analytic hierarchy process and genetic algorithm-based multiple regression analysis), facilities location and layout design, inventory control theory, material handling system, warehousing, distribution system design, and transportation systems. Other major topics include transportation management, enabling technologies and new trends. Includes extensive case studies, exercises and tutorials.

Peterson's stress concentration factors, 3d ed.
Pilkey, Walter D. and Deborah F. Pilkey.
John Wiley & Sons, ©2008 522 p. $165.00
The sheer volume of stress concentration data, used in the design of mechanical or engineering structures and machinery, is now so large
that analysts and designers have difficulty integrating this information efficiently into design applications. This book establishes and maintains a system of data classification for all of the applications of stress and strain analysis, and helps expedite their synthesis into CAD applications. This third edition has been revised and updated, and presents stress concentration factors both graphically and with formulas. Structures and shapes of interest can be accessed via an illustrated table of contents that permits identification based on the geometry and location of the factor. The book will be useful for engineers and designers working in the automotive, aerospace, and nuclear industries, as well as civil and mechanical engineers, and for students and researchers in these fields. Walter Pilkey teaches mechanical and space engineering at the University of Virginia. Deborah Pilkey is an engineer in the private sector.

TA418 2005-927966 1-58883-067-5

Functional nanomaterials.
Title main entry. Ed. by Kurt E. Geckeler and Edward Rosenberg. (Nanotechnology book series; 10)
American Scientific Publishers, ©2006 488 p. $399.00
Geckeler (Gwangju Institute of Science and Technology, South Korea) and Rosenberg (University of Montana) present work reviewing the international state of the art in materials and processes for tailoring nanomaterials toward desired functions in various applications. The book covers major classes of nanomaterials, such as carbon nanotubes, carbon and polymer nanofibers, and fullerenes, and highlights various physiochemical properties of different nanostructures, such as catalytic, dielectric, and luminescent properties. The range of applications discussed, including photonics, proteomics, biomolecular electronics, homeland security, and drug delivery, will be of interest to a broad spectrum of scientists and professionals working in fundamental and applied research dealing with nanomaterials, nanotechnology, and related scientific disciplines. B&w images and illustrations are included.

TA418 2005-927967 1-58883-068-3

Polymeric nanostructures and their applications; 2v.
Title main entry. Ed. by Harl Singh Nalwa. (Nanotechnology book series; 20)
American Scientific Publishers, ©2007 1000 p. $695.00
Nalwa (the founder and editor-in-chief of the Journal of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology) presents a two-volume reference summarizing the current knowledge of functional polymeric nanostructures for students, researchers, and practitioners working in the fields of polymer science and technology, materials science, chemistry, physics, surface science, engineering, and nanotechnology. The material is thematically separated, with the first volume primarily focused on types of nanostructured polymeric materials and including 11 chapters on structured polymeric nanoparticles; nanostructured functional polymer assemblies; fabrication of multiscale nanostructures from polymeric membrane templates; synthesis and applications of polysilsesquioxanes; polymer nanostructures constructed via atomic force microscopy and their applications; construction of nanostructures for use as molecular devices (polymeric design, supramolecular approach, and layer-by-layer architecture); nanostructured polymer/surfactant films; nanostructured polypyrrole and composites; nanostructures and organization of compacted single chains of polyelectrolytes; polymer ordering in nanoconfinement spaces; and biomimetic particles. The second volume contains 13 review chapters discussing applications in different fields and includes coverage of layered silicate-based polymeric nanocomposites; industry-relevant preparation, characterization, and applications of polymer nanocomposites; active composite polymers containing carbon nanotubes; light-induced nanostructure formation using azobenzene polymers; patterning of conjugated polymers for organic electronics and optoelectronics; electrodeposited polymers for the development of biosensors; nanosized polymers in drug delivery; nanoscale spectroscopic characterization of conductive polymer electrocoated carbon fiber surface; and nanosurface-initiated living radical polymerization. Each chapter includes an extensive list of references. Each volume includes a separate subject index.

TA455 2007-037153 978-0-8155-1551-7

Selection of polymeric materials; how to select design properties from different standards.
Campo, E. Alfredo.
William Andrew Publishing, ©2008 253 p. $230.00
This reference provides information about generic polymeric materials test procedures, and helps readers select the right resin and appropriate values for each plastic property. For the most common generic polymeric materials (88 thermoplastics, 22 thermoplastic elastomers, and 22 thermosets) covered in this handbook,
generic property tables are provided based on the category of test being reviewed. In addition, optical, coefficient of friction, wear, and other property tables required for special applications are included within these test standards. Chapters cover mechanical, thermal, electric, and physical properties, plus microbial, weather, and chemical resistance of polymeric materials. Various standards including ASTM, ISO, UL, and British Specifications are also compared, and discrepancies between different test standards are noted. B&W photos of testing machinery are included. The book will be useful to product designers, buyers, quality engineers, process engineers, laboratory testing technicians, material procurement personnel, and others responsible for the selection of a plastic resin material. Campo is a retired DuPont senior engineer.

TA455 978-1-60021-651-0
Handbook of polymer research; monomers, oligomers, polymers and composites.
The 31 articles in this collection present recent research on the synthesis of new silazane monomers and polymers, thermoreactive polysiloxanes, and methylsiloxane oligomers; and the stabilization of PVC products. Other topics include organic chemiluminescence, the interaction of surfactants with ion polymeric sorbents, quantum chemical calculation, a novel IR emission liquid cell, and using plants for recultivation of oil polluted soils. Several of the articles were written by the same, largely Russian authors.

TA462 978-3-527-31125-5
Corrosion handbook; corrosive agents and their interaction with materials, 2d rev.ed.; v.9: Potassium hydroxide, ammonium and ammonium hydroxide.
Title main entry. Ed. by Gerhard Kreysa and Michael Schütze. Wiley-VCH, ©2007 554 p. $510.00
Even after decades of research, corrosion still costs industrialized countries between two and four percent of their gross national product, much of it because the knowledge to prevent it gathers dust in obscure specialized publications unavailable and unknown to industrial engineers and operators. Thus this series on approximately 1,000 different attacking chemical media and mixtures of materials. Each chapter—two in this volume—describes the effect of the subject corrosive on metallic materials, non-metallic inorganic materials, organic materials and plastics, and materials with special properties. They also contain information on protecting materials against it.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING & MACHINERY

TJ163 2007-023066 978-1-4200-6113-0
Capehart (industrial and systems engineering, U. of Florida, Gainesville) et al. present a guide for use in energy management and professional development courses on improving lighting, combustion processes, steam generation/distribution, and industrial waste re-utilization. They cover distributed generation, energy auditing, rate structures, economic evaluation techniques, lighting efficiency improvement, HVAC optimization, combustion and use of industrial wastes, steam generation and distribution system performance, control systems and computers, maintenance, renewable energy, and industrial water management. The new international edition has numerical data and calculations in Système International (SI) units and addresses energy management issues and technologies from an international perspective. Two chapters on dealing with boilers, steam systems, and waste heat recovery have been revised; some less practical material has been omitted; and new topics on the efficiency of manufacturing facilities have been added. Distributed by Taylor & Francis.

TJ163 2007-459717 978-92-64-03016-9
Tracking industrial energy efficiency and CO₂ emissions; in support of the G8 plan of action.
Title main entry. OECD, ©2007 321 p. $130.00 (pa)
At their 2005 meeting, the eight richest countries in the world, the G8, asked the International Energy Agency, a creation of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, the richest 30 countries in the world, to offer them advice on creating a clean, clever, and competitive energy future that they could show their critics. Because environmentalists were going on and on back then about Greenhouse Gas and the like, the focus was on reducing carbon dioxide emissions from unpopular industries in their countries: petroleum, chemicals, metals, and paper. Perhaps they think the price is low for a paper-bound book already financed by the richest governments and industries in the
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world; perhaps they only intend to keep the information in proper hands. There is no index.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, ELECTRONICS

TK5105 2007-022232 978-1-59904-507-8
Strategies and technologies for developing online computer labs for technology-based courses.
Chao, Lee.
IGI Publishing, ©2008 351 p. $99.95
Chao (math, computer science, University of Houston-Victoria) discusses design strategies, implementation problems, and the effectiveness of online computer labs for technology-based courses. He provides information about different types of online computer labs and technologies used in computer labs, and overviews trends in Web-based teaching and technologies that can potentially improve Web-based teaching and learning. He offers guidance on selecting technologies for various projects, and case studies illustrating Web-based teaching. The readership for the book includes all those involved in the theory, research, and practice of online education, including education technology specialists, practicing teachers, and educational administrators.

TK5105 2007-023433 978-1-59904-639-6
Securing Web services; practical usage of standards and specifications.
Title main entry. Ed. by Panos Periorellis.
Information Science Reference, ©2008 404 p. $180.00
Fourteen contributions share experiences implementing web service security mechanisms on different platforms, combining architectural styles with web services, and controlling access through authorization, WS-Policy, X-GTRBAC, SAML, and SACML. Topics include a brokered architecture to support secure web services composition, dynamic delegation of access control rights, a test bed for evaluating web service technologies against GRID scenarios, and bootstrapping quality of service attributes. The editor is a computer scientist at the University of Newcastle upon Tyne in the UK.

TK6018 2007-030904 978-0-393-06206-9
The telephone gambit; chasing Alexander Graham Bell’s secret.
Shulman, Seth.
W.W. Norton, ©2008 256 p. $24.95
From researching Bell’s notebook, patent applications for the telephone, and scholars’ doubts, the Massachusetts science writer debunks long-held views of the famous inventor. Shulman convincingly makes a case for its invention by Elisha Gray, who initially underestimated its commercial potential. The book is a Bell biography-cum-tale of scientific/corporate intrigue with period photos, illustrations pertaining to patents, and extensive references.

TK6570 2007-036724 978-0-7897-3726-7
My iPhone.
Miser, Brad.
Que Publishing, ©2008 342 p. $19.99 (pa)
The iPhone can be used as a cell phone, as an iPod to listen to music and podcasts, to watch videos and photos, surf the Web, send text messages, and real-world navigation with the Maps widget. The author of the Absolute Beginner’s Guide to iPod and iTunes and other Mac-oriented computer writings offers step-by-step instructions on customizing the iPhone for these uses. The book includes a trial subscription to an online version.

CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY

TP156 2007-019893 978-0-470-17093-9
Multiple emulsions; technology and applications.
Title main entry. Ed. by Abraham Aserin. (Wiley series on surface and interfacial chemistry)
Wiley-Interscience, ©2008 326 p. $125.00
This volume, consisting of 12 chapters by an international group of contributors working in applied chemistry, pharmacy, microbiology and immunology, chemical engineering, and natural science, details how to enhance the stability of multiple emulsions, with explanation of their definition and properties, formation and stability, and potential applications, concentrating on medical and pharmaceutical ones. The book stresses the recent findings that model the transport phenomena through the different interfaces present in multiple emulsions. Articles were written in honor of scientist Nissim Garti’s 60th birthday. The book is meant for physical and food chemists, chemical engineers, and surface, colloid, soft materials, controlled release, and pharmaceutical scientists in drug delivery applications, as well as graduate students. Aserin is a researcher at the Casali Institute of Applied Chemistry at the Hebrew U. of Jerusalem.

TP248 978-3-527-31689-2
Enzymes in industry; production and applications, 3d ed.
Title main entry. Ed. by Wolfgang Aehle.
Wiley-VCH, ©2007 489 p. $215.00
Aehle (research and development, Genencor, the Netherlands) presents an overview of applications
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of enzymes in an industrial environment, covering the discovery, modification, and production of technical enzymes. He first presents material on the history of enzyme science, the catalytic activity of enzymes, general production methods, and discovery and development. He then presents a large number of descriptions of enzyme applications in food processing, laundry and dish detergents, textiles and paper production, the production of bulk products, medical usage, and genetic engineering, among others. A final chapter addresses enzyme safety and regulatory considerations.

**TP421  978-1-905224-42-5**

**Sweeteners, 3d ed.**  
Title main entry. Ed. by Rachel Wilson. (Ingredients handbook)  
*Blackwell Publishing, ©2007 304 p. $169.99*  
From acesulfame K to xylitol, the food industry has been driven to find low-calorie substitutes for sugar in products from chewing gum to pharmaceuticals. In this update of the 2002 and 1996 editions, Wilson (senior technical advisor, Leatherhead Food International, Surrey, UK) compiles descriptions by international food scientists of a dozen intense and ten bulk sweeteners. Descriptions of these food additives include a general overview; their chemical, physical, and physiological properties; applications; analytical methods; regulatory status (in some cases); a recipe/formulation; and further reading. New material has been added on neotame, isomaltose, and trehalose; and the chapter on permitted sweeteners in the UK, Europe, and US has been updated. The handbook includes a list of suppliers.

**TP593  2007-929388 978-0-9786293-0-4**  
**Sustainable ethanol; biofuels, biorefineries, cellulosic biomass, flex-fuel vehicles, and sustainable farming for energy independence.**  
Goettemoeller, Jeffrey and Adrian Goettemoeller.  
*Prairie Oak Publishing, ©2007 195 p. $17.00 (pa)*  
The brothers—plant scientist Jeffrey and geologist Adrian—have backgrounds in environmental remediation and sustainable agriculture. They promote ethanol as a substitute for petroleum, arguing that with enough good old American know-how, it can eventually be grown sustainably, will not jeopardize the food supply of anyone they know, and someday could even help reduce soil erosion when cellulosic ethanol is made from perennial crops.

**TP935  2007-019614 978-1-57444-703-3**  
**Paint technology handbook.**  
Talbert, Rodger.  
*CRC / Taylor & Francis, ©2008 224 p. $139.95*  
Focusing on industrial coatings applied to manufactured durable goods, this text describes every step in the automated liquid paint application process, particularly spray guns used in containment booths. The opening chapters discuss chemical cleaners for surface preparation, conversion coatings, washing systems, paint components, paint classification, fixation, curing, and color matching. Black and white drawings illustrate spray gun components, delivery systems, electrostatic systems, rotary atomizers, proper spray stroke, booth design, and surface defects.

**TP1150  2007-018765 978-1-56990-417-6**  
**Injection mold design engineering.**  
Kazmer, David.  
*Hanser Gardner Pub., ©2007 424 p. $99.95*  
Kazmer (plastics engineering, U. of Massachusetts Lowell) synthesizes the engineering information involved in plastic injection molding processes, including plastication, injection, packing, cooling, and mold resetting. Chapters cover plastic part design, mold cost estimation, mold layout design, cavity filling analysis and design, feed system design, gating design, venting, cooling system design, shrinkage and warpage, ejection system design, structural system design, and mold technologies.

**TP1180  2007-021316 978-0-471-79057-0**  
**Polyolefin composites.**  
Nwabunma, Domasius and Thein Kyu.  
*Wiley-Interscience, ©2008 603 p. $150.00*  
This work consolidates information so that readers can compare and select materials for polyolefin composites. After an introductory overview on emerging trends in polyolefin composite research and development, the book examines polyolefin microcomposites, polyolefin nanocomposites, and advanced polyolefin nano- and molecular composites. Aspects covered include various processing methods, morphological characterization, crystallization, structure and properties, and performance evaluation. Modeling, simulation, and applications are also covered. The book will be useful for polymer engineers, students in polymer science and engineering, and professionals in construction, transportation, and other industries using specialized structural materials. Nwabunma is a research specialist with expertise in polymer processing. Kyu teaches
polymer engineering at the University of Akron.

MANUFACTURES

TS155 2007-024485 978-1-59904-582-5
Handbook of computational intelligence in manufacturing and production management.
This handbook focuses on new developments in computational intelligence as it relates to the areas of forecasting, scheduling, production planning, and inventory control. The volume contains 23 chapters written by more than 50 contributors. During the past two decades, computer and information technologies have caused significant changes in the ways businesses manage their operations in meeting the desired quality of products and services, customer demands, and other tasks. This collection offers up-to-date information for both researchers and professionals in operations and production management, Web engineering, artificial intelligence, and information resources management. Sections include computational intelligence methodologies, supply chain and decision support systems, and applications in manufacturing and production management.

TS155 978-1-876843-42-7
Toyota's assembly line; a view from the factory floor.
Ihara, Ryoji. Trans. by Hugh Clarke. (Japanese Society series) Trans Pacific Press, ©2007 250 p. $34.95
Based on his experience on the assembly line at a Toyota factory in Japan in 2001—during the "reformation" period after the 1990s bubble burst, sociologist Ihara (Gifu U., Japan) tempers glowing assessments of the leading carmaker with an insider view of worker training and quality control circles. Appendices treat research trends and debates over Japanese auto factories, and subsequent developments in the Toyota workplace. Translator Clarke (U. of Sydney) is a visiting professor at Waseda U., Tokyo. Distributed in the US by ISBS.

TS157 2007-010013 978-1-4200-4420-1
Production planning and industrial scheduling; examples, case studies, and applications, 2d ed.
Sule, Dileep R. CRC / Taylor & Francis, ©2008 534 p. $99.95
This second-edition textbook, an expanded edition of Industrial Scheduling (1997), is intended for engineering, industrial and manufacturing students, those studying business and operations management, and professionals who need a handy reference (each procedure is illustrated with a solved example). Sule (industrial engineering, Louisiana Tech U.) shows how to integrate logistical factors, production planning, and production scheduling data and discusses production factors and strategies, the location of plants, differences in material flow based on machine configuration, scheduling issues associated with various production patterns, and planning for quantities. He advocates a simple heuristic approach to production planning and industrial scheduling rather than more complex mathematical techniques. A companion website offers additional material.

TS171 2007-017878 978-0-470-05538-0
Industrial design; materials and manufacturing guide, 2d ed.
Lesko, Jim. John Wiley & Sons, ©2008 250 p. $65.00
Lesko (art and industrial design, U. of Bridgeport) updates the 1988 edition of this reference covering materials and manufacturing processes intended to supplement texts in industrial design engineering. The following materials and processes are among the topics addressed, along with the related major design principles: metals, metal cutting and joining, appearance finishing, plastics, rubbers and elastomers, natural engineering materials, and composites. The final chapter covers rapid prototyping. Chapters are well-illustrated. Oversize: 10.25x9”.

TS176 2007-035297 978-1-4200-4686-1
Effective transition from design to production.
Ciambrone, David F. (Series on resource management) Auerbach Publications, ©2008 246 p. $79.95
Anomalies in the local gravity, space aliens, and of course nowadays Arab terrorists are often suspected when a really good idea crashes and burns on the way from the laboratory to the shop floor. Ciambrone says the problem is not there, in the transition. He spent four decades doing both design and manufacturing in commerce
and defense, and contends that the flaw lies in original designs—or even the first conceptions—that do not include a manufacturing plan. Distributed in the US by Taylor and Francis.

TS192 2006-053157 978-0-8311-3300-9
Preventive maintenance.
Wireman, Terry. (Maintenance strategy series; v.1)
Industrial Press, ©2008 216 p. $44.95
This first volume in a projected 10-volume series details the importance of preventive maintenance to an overall maintenance strategy. Emphasis is on how the components of any maintenance strategy are interlinked with dependencies, and on the performance measures necessary to properly manage the preventive maintenance program. A process flow diagram details the steps of developing the preventive maintenance program, and appendices contain examples of preventive maintenance inspections. A glossary is also included. The book takes care not to overemphasize the value of preventive maintenance to the exclusion of other components of a maintenance strategy. The author, a maintenance management consultant, was an editor of Engineer's Digest for 15 years.

TS192 2006-053263 978-0-8311-3323-8
100 years in maintenance and reliability; practical lessons from three lifetimes at process plants.
Narayan, V. et al.
Industrial Press, ©2008 363 p. $49.95
The 100 years in the title refers to the combined years experience of the authors working as engineers in the hydrocarbon process industry, mostly overseas. The 42 chapters share lessons learned about leadership, benchmarking, staffing levels, technician training, critical path planning, shutdown management, infrastructure maintenance, trip testing, computing reliability data, turnaround performance improvement, motor maintenance, and cooling water pump failures.

FOOD SCIENCE

TX553 2007-034303 978-0-470-04259-5
Wheat antioxidants.
Title main entry. Ed. by Liangli Yu.
Wiley-Interscience, ©2008 276 p. $90.00
While it may be widely recognized that wheat contains antioxidants, researching the antioxidant effects of wheat in foods on human health is a complicated endeavor due to the chemical processes involved in food processing and preparation. Lu (nutrition and food science, U. of Maryland) presents recent research on this topic, compiling 16 chapters that discuss antioxidant properties of wheat grain and its fractions; effects of genotype, environment, and genotype-environment interaction on antioxidant properties of wheat; carotenoid, tocopherol, lignan, and flavonoid compositions of wheat grain and its fractions; antioxidant properties of wheat phenolic acids; effects of postharvest treatments, food formulation, and processing conditions on wheat antioxidant properties; antioxidant properties of wheat- based breakfast foods; effects of extraction method and conditions on wheat antioxidant activity estimation; methods for antioxidant capacity estimation of wheat and wheat-based food products; application of electron spin resonance spectroscopy in wheat antioxidant determination; analysis of tocopherols and carotenoids in wheat materials using liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry technology; quantification of phenolic acids in wheat and wheat-based products; effects of wheat on the normal intestine; wheat antioxidants and cholesterol metabolism; wheat antioxidant bioavailability; and wheat lignans as promising cancer preventive agents.

MILITARY ENGINEERING

UG447 2007-005392 978-0-8493-1434-6
Handbook of chemical and biological warfare agents, 2d ed.
Ellison, D. Hank.
CRC / Taylor & Francis, ©2008 762 p. 129.95
This handbook is intended to aid first responders dealing with industrial waste materials and military chemical and biological agents and toxin agents, as well as nontraditional agents and industrial materials which could be used as agents. This second edition adds new classes of agents and expanded information on existing classes, with more information on health affects and on the chemical, physical, and biological properties of these materials. As in the first edition, all materials listed have been used on the battlefield, stockpiled as weapons, received significant interest by research programs, used by terrorists, or have been assessed by law enforcement and response organizations as agents of significant concern. Information is given on toxicity, characteristics, protection, medical management, and disease symptoms, as well as CDC case definitions, and CAS and other reference numbers. Chapters are in sections on nerve agents, vesicant/urticant agents, toxic agents, incapacitation and riot control agents.
Modern missile guidance.
Yanushevsky, Rafael.
CRC / Taylor & Francis, ©2008 226 p. $159.95
Ukrainian engineer Yanushevsky immigrated to the US in 1987. When he began working in the aerospace industry there in 1999, he was surprised at the difference between the high level of sophisticated control systems used in that industry and the rather simple guidance laws used in modern missiles, which he daintily calls interceptors. He explains how to apply aerospace design approaches to missile guidance in the time domain and frequency domain.*
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Join us in Seattle for SLA 2008!

Conference and Hotel Registration are Now Open

www.sla.org/Seattle2008

Seattle Conference Wiki

The Pacific Northwest Chapter (PNW) has mounted a helpful wiki with a Seattle FAQ, annotated listings for restaurants, events, entertainment, travel in the area, and more. You can ask questions, post information, and comment. Nice Job PNW!

http://wiki.sla.org/display/SEATTLEATTEND/Home
STN® AnaVist™, Version 2.0 – Powerful analysis and visualization software, now better than ever!

STN AnaVist, Version 2.0, provides many new and enhanced features for analysis and visualization, as well as new content from Derwent World Patents Index® (DWPI®).

Version 2.0 is the only platform that permits simultaneous analysis of CAPlusSM and DWPI, with content processed by STN® for optimal visualization.

With Version 2.0, you can:

- Examine the Research Landscape from your point of view – take advantage of new clustering fields and customize your visualizations
- Gain a more complete understanding of your data – create a variety of new bar charts with data from Derwent

- Perform comparative analysis with ease – use new document highlighting features to compare multiple data sets at once
- Enhance your document management – create new custom labels and apply them to individual documents or document sets
- Pinpoint the research of your competitors and customers – enhance your view of the Research Landscape with new 2D display options

To learn more, visit:
- www.cas.org
- www.stn-international.de
- www.jaici.or.jp

In North America
CAS
STN North America
Phone: 800-763-4227 (North America)
614-447-3700 (worldwide)
Internet: www.cas.org

In Europe
FIZ Karlsruhe
STN Europe
Phone: +49-7247-808-555
Internet: www.stn-international.de

In Japan
JAICI
STN Japan
Phone: +81-3-5978-3621
Internet: www.jaici.or.jp

STN, AnaVist, STN AnaVist, and the STN AnaVist logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of the American Chemical Society in the United States and/or other countries.
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Have you seen this man?

When you're ready to sell your books, give We Buy Books a call and you will!

We purchase Scientific, Technical & Chemistry books and we'll either pick them up or pay for the shipping.

If you're a librarian with boxes of books to find a home for, we're waiting for your call.

We Buy Books
We Buy Duplicates, Discards & Entire Collections of Scientific, Technical & Chemistry Books

717-314-1197
books@webuybooks.net

https://jdc.jefferson.edu/scitechnews/vol62/iss2/13